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in the autumn, the variety of tint and hue
for which American Toliage iis 80 Justly celebrated,

Office, 39 Washington 8t., Dover, N. H.
L RB. BURLINGAME, Publisher.

We spent one day at the caves. Our kind

To whom all letters on business, remittances of
All communications
morey, hoy should be sent.
dol
for publication should be addressed to the

hostess had ‘furnished a bountiful repast to
be taken along and enjoyed in the woods.
The

r.

long walk, climbing hills, the bracing

Terms:
$3.00 per year; or if pad strictly e ADVANCE,
REMITTANCES mustbe made in money or-

| air and beautiful scenery, coupled with good
company, gave zest and satisfaction. » There

ders, bank checks, or drafts, if possible, When
neither of these can be procured, send the money in a

in chairs, the gentlemen on foot,

were

about

registered letter.
All Postmasters are obliged to
pleasant half hour's walk + amid some of
register letters whenever requested to do so.
the finest scenery in the World, the caves
The regular charges for money orders, bank
checks, and Post Office money orders may be de
are reached.
They are at the foot of
ducted from the amount due, when thus sent. Agents
mountain, ind surrounded by some of the
are particularly requested to make their remittances
noblest forest trees I have ever seen in
‘a8 large as possible and thus save expenses.
Papers are forwarded until an explicit order is China.
repeived
by he Publisher for their discontinuance,
The caves consist of several apartments,
and until payment of all arrearagesIs made as rein some places ten or fifteen feet highgnd
quired by law.
ested to note | twice as broad.
Just now the bed of the
his subder from this office.
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to his name or
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them

that refusingto take
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Out of the winter into the spring ;

5

The world wheels on, and the air is filled

.

“With the wind-of-the-south’s
low whispering.
waking

heart of the mountain throbs;

The valley, under the pallid snows,
Feels at her breast the soft, sweet stir,

Of baby-violet,
lily and rose.

Sweetheart, a winter unfolds our days;
A winterof darkness,
and grief and pain;
Yet never a winter was bravely borne,
But there came, in time, the April rain.
y

Under the snow the erocus dreams;

And that may be wisest, tenderest, best,
‘Which hard, and cold, and hopeless seems.
"Hearth and Home.

. Chinese Correspondence.
SmaxcGHAI, Cina, March 13, 1871.

In my last I was speaking of a tripto
Hangchow

you

and a visit to some of vur Mis-

sionary friends there. You must not sup““pose “Iota” - is-an itinerant, scattering the
‘seed . so far and wide, and withal so sparse-

ly, that no sensible person could ever expect to reap. No; of my own concentrated
and centralized efforts in this one place,—
hammering away upon the same rock, sed

may

tell you some day; and of how the

Lord

has blessed me and mine, and pros-

pered us more than we almost dared to
hope. Now, I think you will be more interested in my trip to Hangchow and what
1 saw there.

There are five Missionary societies represented in Hangchow, — two in England

and three in America. The Presbyterian
North and South, and the Baptist, represent America. The latter: have for their
representative the Roki Horace Jenkins
snd his wife, with whom we made a five

is ‘a’pretty

island

in the middle, and foot-

paths have béén, constructed and paved,

Constitution by an article which prohibits
the legislature, and all local and municipal *

of

Swedenborgians as

Spiritualists.

This

is a

another

sect

mistake;

for

they regara 1t as specially disorderly and in-

jurious to seek intercourse with departed
This intercourse, they suy, was
permitted to Swedenborg for a special pur-

pose; and even he declared that, though his

tions we attract

evil spirits or

devils, who

tempt us and make us more and more wick-

ed.

This we can not see till death.

When the spiritual body is raised,—in
other words, when a man enters the other
world

after

death,—he

does

not

perceive

not know that he has died. He enjoys
every external and internal sense that he

the ‘left side of this court is a door leading
to the temple where the 500 gods are at
present accommodated. And here is a sight
such as I have never seen before. One is
almost bewildered with the view of so

when he is touched, he feels the touch as
before; he also longs, desires, thinks, reflects, loves, ahd wills, as before. In a
word, when a man passes from one life into

enjoyed

here; he sees as before, he hears

d speaks, he also smells and tastes, and,

the other, it is as if he passed from one

Robert Collyer, preaching from the par:

day, for she was leaky as well as on fire, and

able of the two dons sent, inte the vineyard,
uses this illustration from the world ofoven

he therefore advised each one to pray for
himself, in his own way. = As if moved by a
common impulse, they prostrated themselves

day life:
It is a sight we have all seen many a time
in business and all sorts of, daily

ried,—I know not how,—by men!

It was

all new, and remarkably clean for a Chinese
establishment.
After dinner we took a shorter cut homeward

across

the

Jake.

The

boats

have a

roof or covering, over. the cevter, and be-

modate about half a dozen.
This is on the

5
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—
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The death of this eccentric but earnest
and eloquent man of genius, whom the seaman loved asa brother and venerated almost

cences.

A writer in the Boston

Traveller

supplies the following, which sets forth his

north side near the ruins

Hangchow “so much Yisited by the Chinese,
«who all spit upon or otherwise show their

bringin baok plenty of game

id

has

recently

amended ‘her

governments, from voting the public funds
to any sectional or denominational enterprise whatever. Perhaps the practices of
the New York authorities have impressed

unreportable manner in the pulpit about as
wellas anything in the way of mere language can'do it:

Shipmates, if anybody were to ask you
whomade

the heavens

and

earth,

and all

that is in them, you would very properly
answer, God; and if you should be asked

and

from Liverpool for Ney York, with’ over
400 rouls on hoard, mostly steerage passengers. Half passage out she was beset by a
hurricane, which blew all her sails from her

there

needless complications.
ERIE

STILL

IN TROUBLE.

If anything could prove the thorough rsrascality of the Erie Railway management, it ~
is the frequency with which it] is arraign-

edin Court.

Ignoring every rule of honor,it

pushes its schemes to the utmost limit,
robbing alike the rich and the poor, and

was room

its. editor, thus

keenly

and

“Perhaps three months
S. H. Tyng, Jr.,

the

said Rev.

came

to see me

life of crime.

gal talent that could be found, who tried by
every charm she was mistress of to influence
an acquittal, and in whose favor the plea of
insanity was desperately pressed. Might it

Ihave been constantly in ‘not exert a good moral influence to hang a.
picture of this jury in every Court-room in. \
New York?

prison. Four times I have served:Gout a
State’s Prison term. And here I am. I
want to be a Christian man.’ ‘What on
earth brought you so far up town, to te ?
why did youmot go to a minister near? ‘I
don’t know why I came

up,

see you and talk with you."

.but I want

to

The fact of the

.matter is, when I was in prison I heard that

you were being tried—and I thought that
we had something in common!’ Well, that

man, through the very agencies which have
been described, has been entirely recovered. He was engaged toa woman who,

THE KU-KLUX TO

BE

SUPPRESSED.

2

President Grant has issued a proclamation telling the people of the ‘South that he
shall use all the®authority athis control to
suppress the outrages now "so numerous
among them. He says that, being fully
sensible of the responsibility placed upon
him by the recent act of Congress, but reluctant to call into exercise any of the

extra power thereby

conferred, he never

theless deems it his duty to say that he shal
through all: his careerof crime, has been not hesitateto exhaust the power thus vestfaithful and true and loving to him, whose ed in him, whenever and whereyer it may
influence has always been on the side of become necessary to do so, for the purpose
godliness and virtue, who has restrained of securing to all citizens of the United
him with all the power of her affection, and States the rights and protection guaranteed
while‘he has been incarcerated has been them by the Constitution and theMaws. It
patiently waiting for him.
This woman is his earnest wish that there may be peacehas now become his wife. We got them a ful obedience to thesd
laws, and an early

perhaps

little house, some furniture, and put them
in it, and the other day this man, whom

many of us have feared to meet, and whose
very name, if I wereto mention

man, is

itin the

city of New ‘York, would be recognized,
came to me to8 join in church fellowship with
my people., His aged father came to, my
study and said, ‘I bless God that he has givén-friends in this great city to my poor out~
cast boy! ‘He was lost and he is found

as genial, hopeful, happy, and kindly a one

as we could wish to meet, with a charity as
broad as it is hearty, a spirit ‘as sweet as'a
bed of violets, and a humor as racy as it is
rare. ' Indeed he is one of the jolliest
Christians who éver believed in the whole-

narrow as its sectarianism

ago,”

who said: ‘I am one of the wickedest men
in the city of New York. I have lived a

What there is found ‘in the editorial
function that completely changes the fiber
of a man’s thought -and the quality of his
spirit, surpasses our comprehension. But
the filot ls often painfully : patent. For inHaven,

‘‘a man

to death this

woman, who was defended by the best le-

r———

critie:

stance i—Rev. Gilbert

that it actually condemned

A Rescued Man.

somewhat bitterly turns {upon his goading

.them to-day ‘what it was when first made.
Even our new friends the Millérites, since

creed, or if you like

as well as the whole Church would sooner
adopt their only legitimate means of support,

enriching itself ‘at the expense of every ° :
quality that an Hohest man would prize.
for a smile ; more often such laughter was, L Its chief difficulty now arises from the inso-

laughed at, and sometimes

who make all the creeds, you would. say,
again ;
men, and be right in both cases. Now creeds, sale dammation of his fellow-beings, and it
is hard to convince strangers that he is not
like Joseph's coat of many colors, are made
ing Universalist, whose faith{ - |
of
one
nor
alike,
of patches, no two of them

giving men a common

amendment to their Constitutions, Ci

fast as the stars.. A good deal he did got

he was dead and is afife again.)

A Witt md a Way.

A boy

raised

one
ne. hundsed cucumbers;

is intense and

shriveling.. Its temper is as frigid and forbidding as the frost of a November night.

Itis-a sort of religious plug-ugly, or Evangelical shoulder-hitter - which
peaceable
-people watch with the same sort of interest

one potato on land. that his aunt allowed for
the purpose. It yielded a peck for a second

‘planting.
bushels,

These yielded seven and a half
which

sold for enough

submissio
a)
thém.
t they myst

ig In rebellion against
obey at any rate, if

not of their own accord,

then by the ‘force

of the legal arm.

TORNADOES AT THE SOUTH.
The storm which prevailed in New

En-

gland during the last of the week, wad preceded by

one

of ‘unusual

viglenca

in the

south and west. Along the valley of the
‘Mississippi the gale reached a high pitch, .
amers, were blown ashore and stripped of
ir standing portions, several lives were

lost, and a great amount of other damage

‘ which he sold for pickles, and gave the proceeds for missions. A young man planted

‘as they follow the movements of a prize
by these bolt ropes ; the sea swept away her boats, | fighter. Howis it that such a genial, genlittle. from, black, chained images. :
ian iid
8 such & total transbulwarksand everything movable from her erous
Tora,
decks, and, to add to the horror, when the ‘formation the moment he drops into the
storm moderated, she caught fire below. editorial chair and puts. on the: official
Measured by nian's” rn ‘he dan not: New'sails were bent and she was headed for mask? Hag he a double nature, so. that
live long enough; measured by. his good the Western Island, while the passengers there are two men in. one ‘body andeer, pheasant and other birdq deeds, he'has not lived long enough; méas- | were employed pouring water below, in the sweritig to one name, or in his ediThere is ‘also a small animal ured by! his evil deeds, he has lived too long. hope .of drowning the fire. It was all in Soria) character is he merely the medinn |
contempt of those represented

She

He could do a thing bet- and the states mightbe saved frond any

ter in sixty minutes than his partner in a
whole day. He strugk light and fire at every stroke he made. Nothing he did seemed hard to him, and a great deal that he
did was a wonder of good work.
His
friend and fellow-worker was one of those
men who make the very best of what they
have and what they are,—diligent, careful,
self-contained, and with a purpode as stead-

ion and unwholesome tone of the new sheet

has got into his face, anid shed its sunshine
into his smile and its cheer into his tones.
they broke the crank in tryingto wind the The sight of him is as refreshing 4s a June
world up, have been compelledto
add anew morning, and. his ringing laugh is better
patch ‘to their creed to explain“the blunders than the music of many a church choir.
in their figuring. No man shall make a But Gilbert Haven, the editor, is a'different
creed for me; and I am sure 1 do not wish character. The moment he gets upon the
to make a creed for any one. My sea-faring editorial tripod he undergoes a complete
innocence was discovered, the Emperor orfriends know as well as myself that a com- ‘metamorphosis, and a sourer, surliér, more
dered a costly mausoleum to be erected to mon danger gives men a common creed.
querulous, and more pugilistic we," it
the memory of this noble father and son.
would
be hard to find. * Zion's Herald is
. A few days ago one of the ‘brethren Just’
Their graves are surrounded by a high returned from sea, told me a story that will ‘smart and ‘makes smarts. It bristles with
stone wall, with n lofty arched and highly explain what I mean by a common danger polemics. Its dogmatism is as hard and

and painted black! There is no. place about

knew in my life.

his old friend respocting the doubtful relig-

Father Taylor on Creeds.

as though he were an angel of God, brings
The water is out a great number of characteristic reminis-

- THE GRAVE OF GENERAL YOK.

men in this city ten years ago. They were
members of the same firm. One of them
was one of the most promising men I gver

dently disliking the sharp things said by

neath this, a seat upon each side, to accombeautifully clear,and nowhere deep.

activities,’

Union.

and is, the derision of fools. As I speak to lence of its President who, being ordered
you the man of promise lies in his grave; to present the Company's books in Court
and, noble man as he was, both ‘by nature to throw light -ongsome question connected
ding sails set on both sides. The signal of and grace, his life when he laid it down was with nrother suit, :refused obedience, and
distress had been seen, and asif by magic hardly more than a broken promise ‘madeto ‘his arrest has been orderedin consequence.
she was clothed with all her drawing sail.
God. His companionis in the midst ofa The amusing feature, however, appears in
Now what mattered it whether she was a career of sturdy, steady, ever-growing use- the fact that the wily President has evaded
ship, a barque orabrig ? She was a savior. fulness, that is finally to ripen into univer- the law by fleeing to Canada, and jn the
Was not that enough?
No; men are by sal honor and esteem.
I see him almost other amusing one, that the warrant for his
nature so crooked that they will even ques- every week, and very seldom fail to think Arrest is ordered in force until he is caught.
tion the existence of a God in whom they of the way in ‘which the light and shadow
0
A JUDICIAL TRIUMPH.
live, move and ‘have their being. It was a has shifted on those two lives; how ome
It is Sommophal remarkable that a CaliforBritish frigate. She rounded to and saved said, Sir, I' go, and went not, and one, I go nia jury has #tuaally convicted of murder a
every soul. Were they grateful? I think not,” and went. And what a far-reach- pretty women who pleaded insanity after
they were. But suppose it had been night, ing word of life is this parable of the Lord! having shot three or four victims. Her
for God works atall times, and in all weath- Humanly speaking, that man of promise name was Mrs. Fair, a southern lady, vioers; and the poor souls could only have seen ought to be alive to-day, and the first per- lent in temper but extremely fascinating,
her lights rising and falling with every roll son in his special sphere of activity in the -and as charmingly wicked as she was fas-.
of the waves, they would have been just as North-west. The very splendor of his pow- cinating. ‘She had already destroyed the.
much given to speculation. Even in the er, when he used it no longer in the old, peace of more homes than she has fingers.
darkness, somebody would have thought faithful, divine fashion, as God meant it to on her hands, when she won by her arts a
that he saw something better than his ship- be used when he gave it—the very splendor nephew of Senator Crittenden, and then
mates, and so on probably through the of his power then became a wrecker’s” light shotthim dead by the side of his wife, to
whole ship's’ company. Sailors as well as to lure the precious ca ky and good ship on whom he- had returned and implored forlandsmen are not willing to take God at His to the breakers.
giveness. It should be rememberedto the
word, and wait patiently for the working
everlasting credit - of this California Court

place into another, and he carries with him
all things whieh he possessed in himself as
ed with gilded images.. Arranged around a man; so that, after death, he can not be
the walls, and mm rows forming avenues. said to have lost anything of himself except
through the center, and with every fright- his mortal body. But still the difference
ful grimace and threatening attitude, here between the life of man in the spiritual world
are hundredsof gilt figures representing the and his life in the natural world is great.
sages and heroes of antiquity. With regal In that life, space and time are mere states out of His ways, but they want toknow all
trappings you see two or three images of of mind. When two persons have similar about Him right off, and because they can’t,
the Emperors, who have visited this place. affections, they are near together. Spiritu- they go to work and make out what they
The sickening sight of" this idelatry, com- al consanguinity can alone produce com- think He ought to do, and call it a creed.
mingled with the smell of incense, makes
panionship there. At death, no man en- Blessed Jesus, give us common sense, and
you hurry away to the fresh air of these ters heaven or hell at once, but remains in let noman put blinkers on us, that we can
mountuins and forests.
the intermediate state. There the angels
| oonly see in a certain direction, for we want
TIEN TSOH.
try to draw him out
of the evils he has ac- to look around the horizon ; yea, to the highThis is a large, new and very fine temple quired on earth. If interior goodness and est heavens and to the lowest depths of the
recently rebuilt, a mile or so up among the truth predominate in his sodl, he is gradumountains. Though its lofty
-8pa- ally regenerated. If interior evil and false- | Did creeds give those rescued souls concious halls and costly carvindg
and gilding | hood predominate, the soul comes under ['solation in their hour of extreme peril! No;
gave to my eye the appearancd of great the influence of evil angels and becomes but the word of God did, and that is my
|
magnificence, yet I am’told by those who worse and worse, with constantly accelerat- crecd. Ihold to the Bible and the whole
have visited the tl temple, that this is | ing speed. In this state, those who have Bible as my creed, because it never Fons
much inferior. The large timbers used in been friends and acquaintances in the life old nor requires patching.
its construction are-of Oregon pine brought of the body meet and recognize each other;
by ship to Shanghai, thence in rafts up the but those who pass from this intermediate
Man and Editor.
Whampoo, through the Grand canal to state into heaven or hell see each other no
A
—
‘
Hangchow, and thence by land some four more, unless they’ are of a similar HisposjTheodore Tilton, in the Golden Age, eyior six miles, dragged, pushed, pulled or car- tion or love..

the phrase better, acommon religion. He
is nearly alive with flocks of geese,ducks and
while their vile accusers are representdivers. . Disturbed,by the passing boat in | side,
ed in iron images kneeling, bound in chains wag one of the crew of a large ship bound
one place, they fly in swarms a short dis-

Te
abound,

together, and told them ft was hardly possible for the ship to continue "afloat another

A STATE FORE-ARMED.
The courseof Illinois could, in one respect, ,
be safely recommended to every state in the

on the deck without uttering a word
—the most promising men starting ‘out in_ their lesson on this shrewd western state,
Now what do you think they prayed for ? life side by side with men of no promise. '| and she has resolved not to be éntangled by
any such snare. She has thus effectually
to the doctrines of ‘the Church from any A little more Methodism, a little more Ca- Yet the one who appeared to have every- settled the Catholic question, state and local
tholicism, a little more Presbyterianism, a lit- thing on his side would come to-nothing by
spirit or ‘angel, but only from the Lord’
tle more Unitarianism, Universalism, or any comparison with his companion who seemed patronage, and given beforehand a negative
while reading the Word. Swedenborg held
answerto all petitioners for unequal favors.
that man has a naturhl body and also a other ism? No, no, brethren. A common to have next to nothing, I knew two such Would the States generally add a similar

court formerly in front of the principal temple. There is nothing left of that edifice
now but the site, overgrown with weeds,
and a great bronze or iron censer. Upon

leading arotind a across It, ind little arched |
8 _oofinect it with the main land ;
le through the arches boats frequently | ornamented entrance. Rows of stone statpass and repass. “At this season the surface ues of priests guard the entrance on éach

tance to continue their sports or search for
food in another. In summer the water is
pleasant. A rare bird of Beautiful plamage
is often seen sporting upon the surface of
this fine sheet, of ‘water.
/
. Upon the sloping hillsides, north, south
iil
nd’ yest, there “is fine hunting ground,
SpoFtstaet from Shanghai often spend

the captain called the passengers and crew

7’

Events of the Week.

eyes were opened to behold the spiritual
world, still he received nothing pertaining

any difference in his body, and at first does

This
months’ voyage from Ameriea more than of the Emperor's summer palace.
brave man livedin the reign of the Emperor
"ten years ago.
The Missionary work in’ Hangeliow is Kan Tsong of the Sung dynasty. The prime
very encouraging. ‘Though the station has minister ;wished to betray his country into
not been occupied long, there are already the hands of the Mongols, but he knew he
..about-a hundred church-members connected must first dispose of General Yok. He acwith all ‘the ‘churches, I judge, including cused him of treachery, and by the use of
neig
out-stations: ' A sort of pienic false, ‘Witnesses and “a well-laid scheme seYok was: patriotic
p
was proposed for our benefit to the cured his gxeoution,
West Lake, and across it to the caves and and
“Ry al to the last. When the sentence
sothe famous temples in that neighborhood. of death was made known to him, jp bowed
I also went on a hunfing excgwsion over submissively to the Emperor's will., But
mich the same frack on another occasion.
knowing his great popularity, and fearing
his son might be put forward by those who
»
WERSD LAKE.
This is a beautiful sheet of clear water would'averige his death, to lead a rebelhon,
extending- from the city wall back to the he made this one request: that his son might
be executed first! When in after years his

foot of the mountains a mile distant. There

consider

enter’ a large

many” gilt images, life size or larger. * The
great halls opening into each other aré fill-

Under the ice the brook laughs on,
Under the snow the crocus dreams,
And that is but warmth and gentle sleep
Which cold, and rigid, and deathly deems.

Under the ice the brook laughs on;

Here are, however, several

has slid down between his feet, a heap of
rubbish, gilding, sticks and clay ! Passing

Through Night to Light.
Out of the shadow into the sun;

one.

gods of immense stature. One of two very
large and horrid looking enes has lost most
of his limbs, while the abdomen of the other

1871.

ness.”

danger had given them a comnton religion.
spiritual body; and this spiritual body is
‘Every soul communed with the safe God.
substantial, although spiritual, and the eterstream in front of the cavesis nearly dry, nal dwelling-place for the soul. When we ‘When they rose from the deck a young sailthough, aftera heavy rain, the rivulets from die, resurrection takes place,—not ages or bounded aloft, and when he reached the
these mountainsides would swell it to quite hehce. But this spiritual body nowis with- Toyak: ‘masthead, shouted with all his might,
a torrent, as is evident from the deep chan- in the mortal body. While man’s natural —+ Sail ho! steering in our wake.” Ina
nel it has worn. Here is a pretty bridge, life continues, his spiritual senses are ordi- "moment the ship was hove to, after which
the sailors swarmed up the rigging to see
crowned with a rest-house.
narily, closed ; but for special purposes, an- for, themselves. Now wait a minute, shipTHE HALL OF 500 GODS.
. gels and spirits have appearedto men, as’ ‘mates, and I will show you how these poor
This is reached by a broad paved avenue. in the case of the, disciple John at Patmos, souls, who but a few minutes before were
Majestic trees tower upon each side, intet~ as Swedenborg claims in his own case. Al- all praying to a common Father, began to
lacing their branches. Yea Walk upon a though oyr eyes are holden that we may differ and make creeds actording to their
soft carpét of autumn leaves.
Chestnut | ‘not behold spiritual beings, we are never- rangefof vision. Only one small square sail
burrs and acorns are seen here and there, tireless. living in the midst of them. We could be seen above the horizon, for the vesShowing what species of trees abound. The attract about us spiritual beings resembling sel was end on, and from this the sailors bebailIs approached by a broad flight of some ourselves. By goodand pure dispositions we gan to reason whether the craft was a ship,a
thirty stone steps. The first building you attract to us pure and good spirits, who barque orabrig. And this controversy oonenter, although a largs temple, is not the help us to become better; by evil disposi- tinued until she was hull on, with the stud-

principal

Now, go’ bout your busi-

a psychological
interest worthy
lower parts of the hold pumps were burned, have
so there was no means left to pump the water the investigation of.the Princeton philososenger furnishes this condensed statement,
out; in short, after doing all that men could phers ; but however they may be explained,
of the views of that remarkable but inagido to save the ship, they found themselves we shall never lose our regrets for the edinative man respecting the next life:
A
at their wits’ end. . Then they cried unto the torgnor our regard or the man.
His peculiar views of the life hereafter
have probably attracted more attention than Lord in their trouble, and he delivered them
Two Differinng Characters.
any of his other doctrings. Some persons out of their distresses. All work ceased;
A coutributor to the New Jerusalem Mes-

half a dozen of ns—the ladies | spirits.

After a

All of your pullets dey's

missionary too.

to make

done. Baton Rouge was visited on Thursday by a fearful tornado, during which severa) buildings

were blown down, others we’

Py

unrgofed, trees were uprooted, many °
sons were injured and several are 1 ny
Hore
killed. The loss to property in thi 4 ome
city
is placed at $400,.000. ,

CLOSING IN.

what was regarded a generous donatjon.
A lady ii] Pennsylvania had a missionary.

Son

PRINTING

BAPTIST

ESTABLISHMENT,

dey's missionary.

The

re

lars

are

:

ster

ff

ng in on,

hen which supplied her with an annual con- Paris, hi sp manif Say. thosi nearer
y getting
end
the
tribution. A man who could not think of
d
difficulties. A
the
of
y
Da
anything else he could spare,Yconsécrated A
kept. iy
been
has
t
mon
a gooseberry-bush for missions. This could against the
he, |
byt‘the,
«ots held
_/ oman these are silenced

Be put in a fence corner, and was clear gain and as so’
all around. ~ A poor colored sjster

wanted

to help send the gospel to tell the poor hea- ;

pass

very soon, ed
bo y
sill

will be made,

eh

At a government

us |® adi
then about Jesus, who lived and died*for
an order
in Berlin last week,
asin
do
me
cai
“What
her.c
for
as
as well
was passed telling Thiers
that he could have
‘Where there is a will there is bh way. Bef* -. a reasonable time longer
in which to show
“ma
©
was
way
getting to her cabin, the
whathe could do, but that there must be
She had a few chickens, which "0
ing on his part besides propositions
wy someth
:
ie
her own. Taking one of the
roclamations, or the Germans would
-indip
finest of the flock, she tied@ piece of red.
and arrange matters
soon enter

flannel to its leg, and gave it to, the Lorg,

mR TIT,

THE

through which the i
of
0 Sectarianism
utters its unspent spleen? The phenomena

EE

BY

The forests that cover these hills present,

The fire increased.

to melt from the seams of the planking, the

Mra

ISSUED

FREEWILL

what I can learn it is peculiar to China.

FAMILY.

THE

FOR

The

vain,

Swedenborg
on
the Future Life.:
y
———

or
Rpt
“Sissy,” said she to the chicken, ‘dis is de ‘and “will
iemarck an oppormissionary mark. | Now you's a missio nary “things himselt, or : for him.
At all events,
tunityto push then
chicken ; ‘member dat.. All of your od
os
“
tho end can ot be ‘far off.

A

RT

about the wize of the fox, usually seen if
small flocks. I have not seen it, but from

vio EL
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E. C. BH,

FEBRUARY 1st. Two excellent opportuni-

his hear-

to Chrisfianity

converted

ers that he was

without the direct influence ang instruction

|

his reading of the very best Hinglu shasters.
This was followedby the apprehension of

+

Jesus Christ as his Saviour, pure and holy,
and powerful to save from-sin; a Saviour,

such as he had failedto find . among all the

Hindu gods, incarnations,

in these

his companion

and

He

mins.

gurus and Brah-

the ‘* day of

readings determinedto keep,
rest ” as required

book, and

little

the

in

‘manner in which you, are keeping this fast.

I threw my whole mind into _ it, and kept it
strictly aceqrding to the shasters, but it was
all of no use, nothing gave me light or ease

gether at a certain place on Sunday and
reading the little tract. They finally learn-

of mind.

to look for

set out

and Madhu

Midnapore,

found in

to be

Bro. B, asked him why he wished

to be a Christian, reminding him that he
would suffer the loss of all in accepting

Christ.

He replied, that he

book, and we Soon learned that Jesus alone
had power to cleanse our wicked hearts,

wanted salva-

and we gave them to

tion from sin, that he had tried everywhere

I thanked God with

and friends on

He replied, that he

not go with him at™ death, nor stand up to
answer for him in the judgment.
He had

reached this point in the
if you could only
enced when I found

Madhu’s Saviour, and

the

‘ Ah brother,

joy I experi-

Saviour, one who

could cleanse my wicked heart!- When I
_ was a guru, and engaged in going from
village to village taking

all I could get, 1

was not satisfied with what I received’ my

heart lusted for more, and for many things
which it was not

lawful

but ‘when I. gave

that

for me

to have;

equivalent.
It was Jesus,

from my sins.

Who
who

OO, brother,

you too, if you will give

went about

This is but

a meager

we vould hear more
brethren.

A convert

he can

min, has a very

such from

I wish

our native

heathenism,

from

es-

over us

that he

was the

he is the only person ever begotten, not by
man, but by the power of the Holy Ghost;
and, further, that he was the only person
who had ever lived in whom

God could be-!

speaking thor- | come incarnate, because he alone was pure

and holy. For the reasons above stated,our
opponent wa informied that Christ alone.
was fully competent to accomplish the
work of man's’ rédemption. . Our friend
made a very feeble effort to reply by throwing Mahomet in our faces as one professedly sent from ‘God for a similar purpose, (a

yet in this respect he is not wholly unpromising, and he is,I trust, growing

in grace,

and will, I hope, become increasingly useful.
:
In the evening we went out to look for

a

each on

earth since man became sinful, and that the
reason of this is to be found in the fact that

oughly sanctified, can not fail to be a power
for good among ‘his own people. Such is
Madhu, save the gift for public speaking,

a

but

only sinless man who had ever appeared on

posted in the religious system of the Hindus
as now practiced, and knows the shasters
pretty thoroughly ; and he has the experience of one who has gradually groped his
way out of the mazes of paganism into the
glorious light of the gospel.
Such an one,

Pe

vefy strange argument from

a Hindu), but

Se

villages. Found one abouta mile from he was reminded that Mahomet’s life concamp where a small company. of Hindus | tained not™’one single item, which could,
were engaged in reading and hearing the with the smallest degree ‘of propriety, be
Ramaijan, one of the Hindu Shasters. %To«lay is the eleventh day of the moon, and

advanced as an evidence, either that he was
sent of God orhad God with him.
Aft
er arguing the claims of the gospel upon
our hearers we passed on to our destina-

is kept as a religious fast, and shaster readings with special poorjahs in honorof Sri
Krishna have been the order of the day.

tion.

This gave us an excellent introductior to
: our friends, whom we found engaged in

.

One of their number

are

the first Christian

teachers who have ever: visited this village
in the recollection of its present inhabitants. It is a very large village and is only
one of many such in this vieinity. The

was a brahmin, and

"he was requested to show the signs or
" okens whereby his right to that title could
be recognized. He drew aside his cloth to
, Show his poi
¢red thread.
He was
asked to tel us in what shaster the
0}

sli pond

It is said that we

.

;

this business,

+ =

A

en

What shall 1 do for Christ? This is a

most important question,

down Whitby, to determine the original time of
i
Easter,
at once) Oh, the leaven is working ?
© James‘and Mary and the babies had a | The clergy on the one side rested their

as well out of the school as in it.. He is dignified. and humble. 'H e is always pleasant
and yet sober-minded. He always strives

causé
on tradition dérived from 'St, John,
while the clergy on the other urged that

never chews or smokes:
Believing that
the practice is injurious, he sets a good example before his scholars and is never

Bibles, cheerfully paying the jnoney

'.

three

In a previous

porfing power

that no eafthly hope can

impart. And our sufferings may, if rightly
endured, like the great apostle’s,tend to the
furtherance of the gospel. They may also
yield to us the peaceable fruits of righteousness. We may be workers with Christ in

holy living. + He left us

an

example, that.

we should walk in his steps.

Every professed Christian should, in his
life and conversation, so perfectly exldbit
principles of Christianity, the spiritand temper of Christ, as to

be a living

epistle

of

Christ, read and known of all men. His
life should be such thatit can be truthfully

weeks'

trip in the

jungle

in Jan.,

district,

north

and

west,

densely populated, and

is

reported

as

presents a very in-

never man taught, and he has ordained

the

Christ for the salvation of sinners,

with

by

tell-

ing their Christian experience, exhorting or
inviting to

Christ,

or in

fervent,

humble

prayer. The Sabbath school affords an excellent opportunity to work for Christ. ‘The
Superintendent and ‘every
teacher should
prayerfully inquire, “How shall T secure
the salvation of these youth and children?
and not rest until the objectis accomplished,

Not only by

improving their

gifts may

they work for Christ, but in the use of their

property.

The wise man

says,—*‘ Honor

the Lord with thy substance.” Prov. 3: 9.
And Paul taught the Ephesians to labor

with their hands, that they might have something to give to him that needeth.
The Christian should make his arrangements, and plan his business in reference to

the calls of. God, to aid in spreading the
doctrine of Christ. His question should
be, * How much can I do to: carry forward
the cause of Christ?” The selfishness of
the human

heart

is suchy that, unless

have some well established princ
tion, we shall be constantly tempted
how little will quiet conscience,

devising
should

liberal
be

things.

adopted,

by

we

of acto see

instead

of

Some

system

which

constant

streams of benevolence may flow into the
treasury of the Lord. Set apart for the calls
of benevolence some portion of the yearly
income.
The income of one tree inthe

The king was

have left us and gone home.

and long was he perplexed with authorities
“quite equal at length beng informed that,
however great St. John might be, St. Péter

ticularizing

is in every

as Surji,

Nettee,

our girls, who were

and

king very prudently took care of the main
chance, declared for St. Peter, and Easter
has fallen on Swyday in England ever |
since.
:
R. W.
mmr
eel
ts

o—————

a

more; 0

onperintend

he

—

fs

as a husknd and father, he is

in all respects a model man,

describes a very happy example of

effective object teaching:

[]

Or

We often meet people who are unhappy
because of the introduction into the Sunday
school -work of plans and methods whi
were not contemplated by them in their
carly life, which were ot in vogue in the

3.

monwealth,

Pollard

.

Old Ways and New.

out oI

A Lesson Pron THE MAGNET. Jose phine

S. S. Department,
TT

and

may safely follow,
As a member of the church, as well as an
officer in theschool, as a citizen of the com-

—

are not
done as
The 8. 8. struction because things They
denounce i
they msed to do themi,

Klemi

“any

way, in the school

kept the keys of the kingdom of heaven, the a man whom the young

gystem

He,

away a cigar-stump at the
.door. of his sechoglstoo
m or eetin from his
mouth the last preciousquid.
Without par-

n

I never was more impressed with the
value and importance of object lessons,
than during
a recent visit to some friends
whose children are favored with this kind
of instruction. The theory
had been a fa.
vorite

one

with

me,

but

I had never had

an opportunity of seeing it put into pracHee as a regular and systematic course of
study.
Si
.
On the table was the long bar, into
h
the strangély subtle fluid had been
Passed,
changing the dull iron into an active agent,
A framework in which an arrow was delicately poised being passed from the north to
the

south

polé,

illustrated the peculiarities

of the compas§.i::

of instruction on account of its noy-

x

(i...

Then the nine-year-old Nettie brought a

before examining it to see if there is

bit of tissue paper, and laying it on the end
of the bar marked *‘N,”
sprinkled over it

merit in it.
We went to a fire, a few hours ago, which
an object-lesson ow this subject.
left. “We now have fourteen good’ classes. | was to us always
convenient to attend fires,
It is not
Simson has the Doctor's.
Jacob
and ' for they generally occur at"hight and in unRuth are as good and steady as ever. handy “places; but this fire was at high
Caroline and Jacobus have a little son near- noon, on:one of the widest streets-of New
We, came away
from it well
ly three months old, which of course ig per- York city.
well

appearance of evil.

balance, inclined neither way, | Seen throwing

know where to begin. The. church is days of their grandfathers, and which were
about as when you left as far as member- entirely unheard of by Robert Raikes. Thede
ship is concerned. Tophan .and family good folks think the work i$ going to deis increasing in numbers by new boys
coming in: Randal now has a class, as

very

among

not teachers when you

some iron filings that straightvay assumed
beautiful forms like tufts of moss, and the
addition of a few tacks increased our admiration and delight.
“And

;

EE

I; if I be lifted up from the earth,

fection.

Annie is as good and quiet as ever.

impressed with

will draw’ all men unto me," repeated Net-

¢he-thought

dead matter;
and
virtue
. Ev
such
teacher with
of the most perfect institutions of the than a.dozen

lumbered along the streets, drawn by infu!
riated men and tumultuous boys who wildthe passers-by to ‘‘man the
for the ly ‘screamed. to
yope,” the fire department was considered

a few words to-night, for we must send a
mail off to-morrow.
Weare building another house
girls, and intend to use their present

for a schoolhouse.

one

Willie and the baby

for a year would
that is given by
by each member
for all missionry

one
age. The engines themselves were thought to the individual mind or constience.
to be marvels of ingenuity. Their way of study of the magnet is one of unfailing in-

are as stout and healthy as possible, both
to’ grown people
as well as to chilrunning alone all about the house. The throwing their little. streams of water on terest
dren, and. it is a matter of surprise that so
burning
buildings
was
thought
to
be
hardly
Zenana work grows in interest. I have
so profitable
a .
Even though the little attention. is giv tp
capable of improvement.
had several new houses since you left, and. ‘firemen spattered more water over them- subjeet.. We edb,
at tapches
now have nine girls, besides Jubatna Chan-, s@lves and the bystanders than ever found so forcibly of Christ and his influéncé upon
du Ma and Makra Ma, go daily to the its way into the flames, and even though | the soul—nothing thateould more thoroughly convince askeptie-of his own ignorance
little bazar, and the small villages near by, thousands of dollars’ worth . of property
while. the and folly.
consumed
needlessly
-be
would:
to teach the women and children. John slow ‘things were gettin ready
for action
and Dhorrama, are teaching the school and reaching the seene of disaster, yet when
“So you came to
Mudhu ‘Das commenced.
steam fire-engines were first suggested, they | OmLpReN TEACHING.
You will of course hear from enchof were regarded asa stupid and impracticable | hear me preach last.Sundny, did you P" said
minister to a little boy whom he met while
the ‘mission circle so there is no need “of ‘ifinovation on a system whose merits were | avisiting
at the house of one of his church
known to the whole community. The op‘my going into particulars. All are usually position
‘I saw Jou at church sitting in
to them was intense and pro- members..
well now, I believe, but Mr. Smith.
He longed.
the pew with uncle "and he lifted the little
:
|
has had a. severe attack of dysentery.
An alarm of fie used to be the signal for fellow to his knee.
“Yes. I went,” said the child, ‘‘and I
James has just come home- from attending a free fight among whoever chigse to parand as a never was so tired in all my life. I thought
him. Charles, too, has had an attack of it, ticipate. The public were invited,
get done preaching !” and
general thing made free to accept the invi- .you never would
but is well again,
‘
Ll
rai
in full
longin 3g the clear, truthful eyes were
tation, and to lay hands on the:
I think I hawe shaken the budget of news of the victims of conflagration, nominally confidence, while the child's accents seemed
pretty thoroughly; so I may as well close.’ with a view to saving
them from destrue- weighed down with the weariness he had
The wreck and ruin® thus brought | experienced, and fo well remembered.
I must tell you, however, about several of tion.
he minister listened in surprise.
your boys who appear in a hopeful state of about were in many instances-greater than
“Is that so? he sdid. “Did T preach too
done by the flanses,
damage
the
mind. Jagh Champai Haka, Rilly Burr
:
‘The whole system was well enough for long a sermon?”
-and David seem much interested, as well as the want of a better, but that
“Oh, yes,” said the child, “I was so very
is the highest
some others. We are in great hope that praise that can be bestowed ‘hpon it. It tired I”
The minister could not forbear smiling
they will soon take a bold stand for Christ. was more perfect than some of its predeat the simplicity and severity of the eriti-,
Remember them all, that they may be a cessors.
- But look at the fire department of to-day. cism.
power for good. in their own jungles. The fire we attended was one which under _ “You come next Sunday,”he stipulated
Hoping to hear from you in a day or two, the old hand-engines ard rowdy arrange- with the child, ‘‘and I won't preach so. long
with much love,
Yours affectionately,
1 ments would have consumed a whole block I promise you, Will you come?”
The boy promised, and the minister kept
In less . than five minutes
‘
JULIA, | of buildings.
| after

the: alarm

was

his word.

given, several steam

Easter Saturday, &o.
a
These eastern Christians pretended that

pair,.and eharity begins at home.” I ‘admit St. John
See that you do it without needless de-

ter than

he did?

The

sermon.the following Sun-

day was shortened just fifteen minutes,
3
to the satisfaction of the whole congregaEaster.
of the premises and their surroundings, and tion.
Verily, the children ure often our ‘eachgui
kept off the volunteers, who,under the
Easter has just passed, and may naturally of rendering help, would have destroyed
val- ers. A Sunday school teacher, accustomed
lead to the inquiry respecting its origin.
uable personal property, The insurance pa- to have the charge of advanced classes,
may often derive benefit from turning to
We hear nothing of Easter till the second trol, with its hugeof wagon-loads of carefully the little" ones, and attempting to teach
present to
cloths, was
rolled ‘water-pro
century; and then we find Polycarp,
An| protect goods ,in adjoining buildings from them for a time. He will usually, in one
icetus and others conferring over the time the. worst. of the damage by water. Great lesson, learn a mumber of things about his
,

exceed the ‘average of all] day of the moon,
many churches, or’ perhaps Moses, on whatever day of the week it fell;
of the whole denomination so that if they kept sonte years an Easter
purposes whatever.
Sunday, they also kept im other years an

Butit is objected: ** We have our minister to support, our church edifice’
to: reit.

but turn to the north again,
was all restored !
lesson given by a Christian
an appro
text, is better
sermons
make no appeal

| fire engin es were on the spot and: at work.
1
‘| The firemen and the police
had possession

manner

of teaching, ‘that he had been un-

conscious of before. He will acquire the
mental habit of brevity and directness. He

will see ‘himself reflected in the class as he
such force and in such volume that irf would not have thought possible, ' Little
half an hour the fire was subdued, having ones haye not learned either self-control or
been’ mainly confined to ene building, in- dissimulation, They. are sympathetic, and
be in
steadof burninga svhole block; having if a "teacher is in earnest, they will
caused a 1oss.of a few thousand dollars, in- earnest too. Their faces will light with answering
smiles. Their eyes will fill with
:
stead of hundreds of thousands.
Or, if routine or list‘Which is the better plan, the old or the gympathetic tears.

according to the law of with

labor. ‘Were it lay. But do not let your charity that begins at home die’there, _‘* But the heathen
not so late in the season, -and did not duty
are
well enough off . without the gospel.”
seemingly call in another direction, I should
esteem it both a duty and privilege'to ex- Christ did not think so. Do you know bet-

Te stiolign of brahminism is he

jindge, the

orchard or garden, a few rows of corn, a of keeping it, celebrating it ‘at different massesof flame shot out their tongues of depart of the income of the dairy, or, perhaps times. Jesus Christ was crucified at the “struction, and vast clouds of thick smoke
better, one tenth of all the income from va- time of the Jewish Passover. The Christians rolled: iup towards heaven. But the powrious sources. The income of a single hen of Asia celebrated Easter on the fourteenth erful streams of the steamers were hurled

viting field for missionary

- «mentioned as a brahminical sign.
, of couse, could not do, .ijasmuch

which eame from St. Peter.

to avoid the

that people who | tie. “Teacher says that is the way we
the age | come to God, first in small things, and theh
habitually block tlie progress of
Benny is back again and’ now works in by grumbling at mew methods of doing in large ones.” And she contimued sprinksaid, ** I am crucified with Christ, nevertheless I live ; yet not I, but Christ -liveth in the printing office. Mahes has another things would do well, in case of the confla- ling the filings over the tacks until quite a
gration-of their property, to try the old way little tree was formed. Then how curious
me ; and the life I now live in the flesh, I «son. Poor little Umes, I fear will not live of
subduing-the flames, rather than to se- it was to note the change that took place
long.
I
must
say
good-night
now,
and
live by the faith of the Son of God.” Gal.
cure the services of the present fire depart- when the paper and its contents were drawn
write more on Monday evening.
ever
- 50 gently towards the Sonth Pole!
2:20.
hut
ment.
:
MoxNDAY EVENING, Feb. 20. I must say
In the days of the old hand-engines which There was no life.no animation, nothing but
But Christdid his work by teaching as

could both.ap- | affords an opportunity to-all to work

the world to save sinners,

He is usually well

with & good gift for public

by him.

his own special errand, and for some particular work ; that Jesus Christ was held up
by us to be the only person ever sent into

who are born in Christian families, whether

‘native or European.

healed

others had been sent of God,

guru or brah-

advantage

great

cleanse

of a most

address.

_pecially ifhe he a converted

#

your heart.”

outline

affectionate

earnest and

wrought the
cleansed me

him

be

preciate and: frame an argument.
I shall
only note, in passing, one of his questions,
He wished to know if we held the opinion
that Jesus Christ was the only person ever
sent into the world by God. (I put the ques.
tion precisely as he putit.)
He expected
to make a point here, and was quite nonplussed when we frankly admitted that we
held no such views ; that we fully believed

to déceive, and to take that for.which I had
given no
change ?

heart for this

ed and intelligent man who

heart to Jesus he

cleansed it, so that I no longer

y 1

truth as the great instrument of the sinner’s
Oh, for the influence of the Spirit to enlight- salvation, and he has deposited an enlighten and enliven these blind hearts so cold,
‘ening gospel with his church, to: be made
So dead in sin.
known unto ‘all ‘men. We are working
FEB. 2d.
Broke camp this morning, with Christ when we gustain the appointed
and removed to Sarengah, a village about
means of grace. The minister, “when “he
five miles from our. last camp.
Had one preaches, is a worker with Christ, and those
opportunity to preach by the way.: As usu- who support him with their money and
al we.found some one ready to oppose us; prayers < are no less workers with Christ.
but this time our opponent was an educat- The prayer-meeting is a means of grace,and

relation of his ex-

known the

‘a full

clear and soul-striving testimony put in
just when and where it was needed. Our
hearers Ijstened with the most profound attention, and I pray they may be led to seek

could not help that ; that those friends could

perience when he exclaimed,

. Brethren, he

s0.”

then reminded him that he would probably

becoming a Christian.

him.

has changed my heart, and he can change
yours, and will if you will suffer him to do

else in vain to find it, and that he was sure
it was to be had through Jesus.
Bro. B.
be rejected by his relatives

Just then I found a little book

‘which told me of Jesus, and my mind ea‘gerly grasped the hope that I had, at last,
found what I wanted. ~~ Another and myself read daily and carefully in this little

him. He found Bro. Bacheler and presented himself for further instruction in Chris-

tianity.

The Christian's Mission.

but God had

to-day, but notin the half-hearted, careless

they did so for several years (about five)
before they found a missionary, meeting fo"
ed that a Padre Sahib tvas

attain of ‘himself;

article we endeavored to show that the which all greatly enjoyed. They visited
mission of the Christian was the salvation Porter's “and Sutra’'s schools, and were
of sinmers and the enlargement of the King-' “greatly pleased with them. Porter came in
address of our dear brother Madhu. [He “dom of Christ,
If we have consecrated here for a few days, and Thad a very interseemed almostto outsde his effort of this ourselves to this work, it will not be diffi- esting talk with him. He inquired very
His own experience was his |’ calt to findienough to do,
morning.
kindly about you, and said he did out in the
He told us that he went, at
theme again.
Christ accomplished his work by precept; jungle as he had learned here.” He has
one time, a distance “of between thirty and
example and suffering. * "The sufferings. of worship in school;and Sabbath school on the
forty tniles to a man who, was reputed a Christ wéle
expiatory in their nature. Sabbath. Sometimes, he said, Sutra and
great saint,hoping to learn. from him the They ‘were, in this respect, different from Thomas meet with him to spend the Sabway of salvation. He'soon discovered that those which his peopl¢ endure. But ‘‘ unto bath. Tt does seem so good to see these
this man was himself a * fornicator, and he you itis given in the behalf of Christ, not boys going out in the jungles and laboring
said to himself, « I shall not find salvagion only to believe on him, but_ also to suffer for their own countrymen,
I must tell you about my 8. S.- class.
here.” - He returned to “his home, and for his sake.” Phil.1: 29. ‘And Timothy
shortly afterwards wentto live with his was exhorted to *¢ end
hardness as a You know I have always had the Inguru, but he very soon found that this man: good soldier of Jesus Christ,” Tim. 2:3; fant class, but I'felt as though I must do
¢ Then " said he, *‘ I shall get and to ** endure afflictions.” 2 Tim." 4: 5.’ more for-the older. boys, so now I have. a
was a liar.
no help here.” Thus he was driven for a The sufferings and afflictions incident to a class of twelve, and I enjoy the class very
We have
a class prayer-meeting on
length of time, from pillar to post, hoping | Christian life can be no atonement for our much.
to find some way out of the mazes of sin; sins or the sins of others. That work was Saturday evening, which is very interesting.
but, wherever he went, it was only-to re- completed on the cross; but the patient »én- I have my class just where you used to, on
;
turn disappointed. He said furthet, “I tried durance of afflictions commends the religion the east side of the chapel.
the very work in which you are engaged here of Christ to the world,as possessing a. supThere is 80 much to tell you, I hardly

ties were enjoyed this morning in the bazar. |
telling

v

-

‘| revealed himself to man in and through the
holy man Jesus. Having .thus secured
their attention we preached . to . them Jesus
eS
until sunset,
I was again very much pleased “vith the:

Madhu, the coliverted -guru, distinguished
He related his {
himself in his first effort.

own experience in detail,

-

| cious knowledge, a knowledge to which no
man could”

Y1871.
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THE MORNING, ‘STAR,

pprmentes
——

“But

the ndissionaries

kept Easter so.

The western

churches used to observe the Sunday after

the fourteenth day of the March maon, and

they said St. Peter and St. Paul always did
one another in the times so near the

it is not likely that we should be a

Shall we go bac to the old because lessness are in the teacher's mapner, their
our forefathers had it, or shall we enjoy’ the little faces will be as apathetic as his own.
Their truthfulness oftentimes teaches unanew because it is better? © ©
0
To
°°
~The same principle, of improvement. is | wares.— Sunday School Times,
pew?

applicable in many respeets to our educational and our Christian efforts. Let us |:
have the best. Give us that which will ac-

“complish the most, '¥ our forefathers were
‘without +it, it was not their fault. If wo
have it, it is our privilege. Let us make

N

Ye

,

¢

RicHARD WEAVER'S WAY oF TELLING TT,
Now, this woman that lost her piece of
silver, was n't it just natural that she should

plore it somewhat.
I shall, if spared, have
thnk more of that one than of the other
We pressed him to tell my éye on it ‘with a view to becoming bet- never get the money.” Why then do they termine the time of Easter noy
the most of every improvement in teaching, nine she had got safe in her purse? And
us, if he could, the true sign of a brahmin. ter acquainted ‘with it in the future.
acknowledge the receipt of it? He that - About the year 190, Victor IL, then bishop in study, in every branch of our work. ft wad n't ‘it just natural that the man should
"

ed in the shasters,

~

Columbus,
‘One of the company spoke for him, and
We had a very large and apparently i deviseth liberal things,” by liberal things of the church of Rome, had the audacity to | a plan is as old as Christopher
quoted & stanza which states that the man .deeply interested ¢ongregation in the even- shall he stand. There is that. “withholdeth excommunicate those Christians who. kept let us adhere to it, if itis the best that can
devised. If it is an invention of yesterhi, knows Brahma (God) is a brahmin. ing. The people heard most attentively as more thins meet, and it tendeth to pover- Easter on the fourteenth day ofthe moon. be
day, let us, if it works
well, have it in oper‘Thi§ was accepted,
but the speaker was re: Jong as we confined ourselves to preaching by.
The Roman bishop hac councils
called and | ation at the shortest possible notice.— 98, 8.
UO
‘
‘
. minded that there ‘Were other steps men- Christ ; butone of our number very unad- - In all thesé - ways ‘we may be workers at. length the councils of Arles, held in the | Workman, * 5d io ig
tioned in the verse quoted, which our friend, visedly introduced himself with a somewhat with Christ. Let
us see that we fulfill the year 814, decreed that all churches should"
Sn
—
5 ta
.
;
the would-be brahmin,
had failed to take.
that is given to ‘us, that, when the celebrate Easter on the Sunday after the
severe attack on a ‘favorite incarnation. ‘mission
True SUPERINTENDENT. Our superintendThe Stanza’ TRNS-ShE
sein. cami
wo This seemed to be the signal for an uproar, work
of life is finished, we may hear the fourteenth of the moon of March, when that
and a would-be learned
pan, who proved Saviour say: Well done, good and moon should happen after the vernal equi- ent. has many superior qualifications for his
“Hy birth all are. Soodras (lowest caste) ;
office, Fis of all, he is pre-eminently a
By good works men become Droija (twice-born); himself both very stupid if\ argument and faithful servant, enter thou into the joy of nox. Eleven years after, the council of man of God. His Fotis fervent, active,
AR

By the knowledge of the Veds, Bipras
By the knowledge of God, Brahmins.”

(a priest);

wicke1 in heart, took up

Our friend had taken the first step, viz.,

birth, and accordingly he wasa Soodrs,
umless it gu be shown that he had taken

constitute hiti's Droija.

toterfere to stop it. I silenced the eaviler
by assuring him that he had made quite a

1

For instance, it is sufficient display of his ignorance, and advised him to drop the

tell a lie, whereas he

a

“Hi

dally, Sow purly.

[Y

“shiisters

be had

-and he replied

knew but little. ~

» In this
Way iv was clearly

16 had not * taken tue

‘Many of our best men exhibit’ the Worst

second:

oad to bshminiam, axd

argument -until he

had made himself better acquainted with
‘his own shasters, of which he evidently

He must also study

i ‘evéty' shaster {here he . was asked how
Lt
pit

‘gauntlet and

hotter and hotter until I felt called upon to

a second step, It was asserted that he had
failed to do.those. good works necessary to

Ww i

the

undertook to defend his favorite god.
aroused the native preacher to a very high
pitch of enthusiasm, and the battle waxed

features in the battle of life; their weak
how | points,
they perpetually thrust upon the |
world,

because

[| the bound,

Md
d

CRE

Col ve
/

sid vol sind deg od velo:
Sy agp

gone

:

Son me Dae odds + #0
ar

Nice confirmed this decree, and the Empe-

and constant;

Impelled

Ages

his wife, who is sittingby the
en
a
waiting
till he comes to Sygper, “Why,
lass,
there's one gone. Poor
, he must

o wall.”

(Ah! the devil's

by lové to his Mas-

| ror Constantine enforced it by orders sent ter and love to men, earnestly desiring the
‘into all the provinces of the empire. The
lory of God and the success of his church,
council did not think to provide for one. e is ever known as a vigorous and constant
Sketches of the Work. ,
of Christian
difficulty which might arise.
The four- ‘worker in every department
effort. But having been called by the church
‘We are allowed to use some extracts: teenth day of the full moon in March might to superintend an itportant
field of labor
from a very pleasant private letter address- fall on Sunday. It did so. A difficulty within her borders, he felt it to be his duty
ed to Bro. and Sister Bachelér by Miss Ju- was started, and different opinions followed. to give this department of her operations
lia Phillips. After expressing
her great joy The eastern churches ‘célebrateid Easter on his first and greatest efforts. Recognizi
own ine Sleriey as well
as that of
over the news of their safe arrival iA”Ameri- the day of the full moon; when it fell on a | his,
human’ instramentality, and being fully asca, and the sense of loss which their de- Sunday in March.’ The western Christians | sured with the apostle, that faith-and works
parture leaves inthe band. of workers that deferred it to the Sunday following.
must go together, he prays without ceasin
ance of the Holy Spit and
How could a’ synod of 818 hishops foresee for the
still tarry in Orissa, the letter proceeds to
God's blessing on all his labors, Feeling
give
a
pleasant.account
of
persons
and
exthis
difficulty?
They
were
but
men,
In
a
the seventh century, one.af the petty kings, that the command of fhe Cdptainof his sal-.
periences, thus...
Lhd, clu
nu

now

fhe has

to mind where he treads; he
e a spring

has.

now andthen over

®agy place, and the land is
sopwet. But he sees the trackof the
wanderer, and now he hears *‘Ba-a," sud
the
great, soft eyes of the creature stare up

pull so 00), ©up >

pa quagmi
amaster, from
help me out,”
and puts him

He takes

over jus’ shoulder, and the

black mud drips down his jacket; but he
does n't ‘mind that.

i

last he comesto

At

that skirts his orchard, and then
, all the filth away ; and the
poo

ae teats 10to the fold witl such a pry

¢
asl 45 set, “Phan you, sir Now
vation, Go _presclimy gospelto every | bleat
that's how Jesus fotches back his wasiderer.

lesged. your labors for then, and
0
|
fthe
©
s,
h
fruit
will be gathered
into the Lord's
in
re
e
th
give =
true,
garner. It did me so much good the other

ends-on

mtaewn fr ta.

ini Wi

21

reckoned wos.
he's
pane again. He goes to

per
em again;
No,it's only Alot

passion,

attained | the strong guard the weak points, * keep

pm

0:

a

more about his one lost :sheep than

about the ninety-nine that had n't strayed
away? Here’s a farmer who owns a hupdred
sheep. Well, at ight be counts ‘em,
zd he Jaliet Sue sho .rea He goes over

as well as
| Tdapot wonder you Wete so enthusiastic Oswy, having been instructed in the Ckris- creature,” demands his o
‘Only he ‘does n't put him across
his shoul| about: Jour Santal boys and juzigle schools. tian religion by Scotch monks, kept Easter that of those who first heard it, he aims to ders; he puts him into his bosom, and then
| pride, envy, jealousyjare obtriisive, boister- {I have become so much interested in them after the Asiatic fashion ; while hig queen, haye the Word of God fught thoroughly |
he takes ‘and washes him in the fountain
believin
A ous, and| meddlesore, while Christian that
taught by a Roman. priest, thand effectively ta al) his scholars,
i
filled with his own precious blood.
to go ont into the jungles and who had been
want
T
;
‘thes
]
graces are modest and retiring. So should
observed it in the western way; and it sorne- in I
5 or In fhete Jur pick what he did for me eight years ago.

. | Church and the

4

thy Lord.” 4.)

;

care

MO

wad

bio fid

mel

b4

times happened that his majesty was joyfully
celebrating our Saviour's resurrection, while

strongholds of Satan. , ~
°°
Our superintendent is a man of correct

fd

e is rigidly
punctual,
- and dethe queen was fasting on account, of his; cru. | hADIts.s punctualityof all in'his school. He |
quiet, and so is hie scliool. = He talks lit- And. that's.
the | best joys of a “day, whan two of the teachers came in. from’ oifixion, To get rid of this inconvenience, Papal
dsm von Prin | the jusigle. and. bought two, large Bengali. the. king, summed: 8, douncil, to. bicet at | to and does mueh, He is sable and polite

rede
J

sada’
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rl

gone up, eir—

Number seven’s

yes!

ol .

night, i
Well-J the one they brought in last
POOL
‘With both of her eyes in monsnine
cheek cut up in a ught.
or
;”
erly
disord
and
si he down * drunk
know,
Well, maybe she was—1 do n't sir,
thin little hands o’ hers,
But those

“In a row would n’t. make much show.
:
”

8

quite

or

yy - jor

Cin

while, sir,

iousand humble workers,

nto the cell; i

n through the grating,

And as I rd

:

could n’t just tell—

At first I
h in the corner,
As she lay on that benc
i
o way,
In a limp, doubled up sort around
her,~
ming
strea
all
hair
‘With her
But what she had fainted away.

fier a while—towards morning,

come

affer a for to mutter and moan,—

Bu

To bé pacing this beat alone,

‘When there’s two or three vilent cases
A raving and eursing away,—
this one did any cursing,
Not that
No, sir, she seemed, more times, to pray.
ghe said=—for T could u’t help hearing,

In some,

- It was n't himself! ‘Would you have him
Arristed for tbrying to kill?
iN
IVs dowld—Dbitter cowld, in Sila Place here,
"Thank
God that it’s me an’
him!
Oh the pain! Thin it’s
’ Lam shure!
God take care of the baby—and Jim!”

-H

It aa Just after that I went in, sir,
She
dropped from the bench to the floor
On her knees ; and I saw all was over
+ The moment
I opened the door,
;
Dead? Yes—and
thank God! For I tell you
‘When I think of that drunken brute Jim,.
I know that God loved her, in taking
The life she gave freely to him!

Christian Scholars and Science.
The Christian Union deplores the tendenoy among many religious people to quarrel

with scientific men, and protest against the
theories that are being promulged by them
as though
they and their authors were the

and malicidus foes of the gospel.

The views set forth are worth attention,
an
#0 we reproduce them:

propound-

great doubt, at least in its application to

man, b * large pet of the scientific world.
The An kin
aug which suggested it
© may: see repeatedin
' may overthrow it.

_ fits case what Huxley calls‘* the tragedy of
science—the slaying of a beautiful theory by
an ugly fact.”
Though in this case, by the
way, many people would reverse the exand
call such » result the slaying
of an ugly theory
by a beautiful fact! But
suppose
theory to be not overthrown,

but confirmed by
er inv
on—
what vital harm would it do to Christianity ?
The first obvious answer would be that it
contradicts the Bible’ account of creation.
Applied to such subjects,‘* contradicting the
Bible” is a phrase of which religious men

It was used
It was

used against the ear
logists, It was
- brought
into the field with the utmost confidence
the first who opposed the

It is quite time the

lesson were learned, that in interpreting
Bible we must be largely guided by
gained from outside sources. If mew

the
facts
dis-

4

coveries seem to conflict with it, the rational way is to consider whether their admis-

sion is not consistent with the maintenance
of all that is valuable ‘in the Holy Book.
This process has been. gone through
with
over and over again, in the case of witchcraft, in the case of successive advances in
theology,in re
to the foundations of modern science. Yet the Bible is as rich and as
precious as ever. ‘Why
dread so much another possible

Again, the
shut God out

method only is in

of an embryo which

question.

discussion; its

Is the creation

will develop

into a

wotld, less divine than the
on of a
world by a million successive interpositions P
A man may be 3 Darwinian and an atheist

Parwinian.

time, but he can just as
atheist without being a

There is nothing

in that sys-

tem that obliges him to get rid of God.
Nor is Shera
J is destroy helief"in
. immo rtality.

conception stops

the bound of this life, and Ln
beyond ini assertion

or denial.

short

at

a step

The doc-

trine of immortality never rested on the
discoveries

of natural

science.

Now,

as

yal there,

It rests on evidence of another

hitherto, it gets neither confirmation nor deBo it observed, we.
are zo maintaining

the truth of Darwinism. That
we
leave to the scientists, to “whom it. belongs,

i
who

breed

vanity;

and

f

great force

is

likely
like

to Chris-

terpretation of the

Word

his at,

are yetin Sispuia over it. ‘We say

make the mountains flow,

Come; Holy

“Refining

* Zion's, Herald.

Spurgeon on Vain Display.
Avoid all pedantry.
Asa general rule it
may be observed that those Who know the
least Greek are most sure to air their rags

in the

pol it;

they

miss no

Greek is 80 and so.”

It makes a man an inch and a half taller by
a foolometer, if he everlastingly lets fall bits
of Greek and Hebrew, and even tells the
people the tense of the verb, and the case of
the noun as I have known some to do.
Those who have no learning usually make
a point of displaying the pegs on which

learning oughit to be hung.

The whole pro-

cess of interpretation is to be carried on in
your study ; .you are not to show your congregation the process, but to give them the
result ;-like a good cook, who would never
think of bringing up

dishes, and

pans,

and

rolling-pin, and sp
xX, into the dininghall, but, without ostentation sends up the
feast.

If

necessity

demands

it,

correct

where correction must be for truth’s sake,
but never for the vain-glorious display of
your critical ability.
:

Sing away your Grief.
lt

:

We can sing away our cares easier than
we can reason them away. The birds are
the earliest to sing in the' morning; the
race of men pl Mt pn An a one, seei
the pro
making
in knowledge “of - the birds are more without care than anything
physical
world, and pondering the deep and else I know of. Sing in the evening. Singes connection between
mind and mat- .ing is the last thing that robins do. When
of Providence, the . mysteries with
which the history of every man and of ‘the

ter, may

well look with longing and hope

for farther li
men, to this

t upon the ways of God
study of his works.

to

they have done
their daily work—when
they have flown their last flight and picked
up their last morsel of fo d

and cleansed

well

Tyndall, upon theh

accept

the-words

of

esis of Darwin:

“Steady
yourselves in its presence upon
that faith
in the ultimate triumph of truth
which was e
by old Gamaliel when
he said : * If it be of God, ye can not overthrow it; if it be of man, it will come to
naught.” = But looking at the whole eourse
of modern science, we must use a warmer
tone, and welcome her as the friend of
truth, and therefore the best friend of Chris-

Hanif} the helper of men, and so the servant of God.
n

raise.
‘This star heat has been no less real, because not known, and so is not appreciated.
If any infinitesmal heartin minute animal

Thatis a most

Infinite

| So it is with

speaking of. another; ‘Mrs,

consequently work the more,

reward,

and

you

Organized

our ‘moral

improvement:

as the Exponent of the “ MABSACHU-

KON - FORFEITURE”

GEORGE

we

Law.

P. SANGER, President,

GEORGEB. AGER, Secetary..

i

|

BLIZUR WRIGHT, Actuary,

will

.

Post Office Building,
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sifdaa=igdl

ers; the other is warm in his hive to-night,

fra
the
to

stores which he pi: od
t beams of summer.
which

do you

or bees?

Do

or do you only skim

you search the

them?

Do

on a passage till you bring out
, or (ill you can
away

ji1871 1

An Indictment.

belong ?—the

The history of King Alcohol Js a histo
ry of shame and corruption;- of cruelty,

Aa

crime, rage and ruin.’
.
some memorable truth or immediate lesson ? . He has taken the glory of. health from
or do you flit along oh heedless wing, only off the cheek and placed there the reddish

ordinances,

its treasured truths would per-

Rev.

James’

Hamilton, D. D,

Father Taylor.

|

The Lsberal Christian pays the following
tribute to Father Taylor, the noted sailor

‘and Methodist preacher of Boston, who died
a few weeks ago:
Thirty years ago

there was no pulpitin

Boston around which the lovers of genius
‘and jottends gathered so often, or from
such

at

different quarters as that in the Bethel

the reméte

North

End,

where

Father

Taylor preached. A square, firm-knit man,
Do the middle hight, with sailor written
in every

look and motion ; his face weather-

beaten with outward-and inward storms;
pale, intense, nervous, with the most extraordinary dramatic
play of features; eyes
on fire, often quenched

in tears ; mouth con-

He has taken stren,

made them weak an

~

and

them

faltering

and death.

poison

and

He has transformed

seeds

this

Supplied on Favorable Terms.

and

Send for Catalogues. - Prompt
orders in the Book and"

?

of disease

body,

1826 Pvimonany maxsam-1870

fearfully

The old standard remedy for Co
tion. %* Nothing beiter.” 'UTLER

FN

ORDERS

He has entered the brain—the temple of
thought—dethroned reason, .and made it
reel with folly
He has taken the beam of intelligence
from the

eye, and exchanged

for it the

stu-

BY

and brutishness.

agen. It is difficult to say how far the
rm of his speech was due to his uneducated diction and a method that drew nothing

from the

schools.

He broke in upon the

MARY

LATHAM

CLARK,

AND FOR ALL

Freewill
p

Messrs. D; LOTHROP & CO.,

BOSTON, MASS.
as
the loving mother é
He has transform
prim propriety of an ethical era and a form- into a very fiend of brutish incarnation.
al style of preaciing, with a passionate
:
[AS
HOWE
|
He has made obedient and affectionate
fervor that gave wholly new sensation to a sons and daughters the breakers of hearts
generation
had successfully expelled all and the destroyers of home.
5
strong emotions from public speech.
He
He has taken luxuries from off the- table,
pas, like a lion and cooed like a dove, and | and compelled men to ery on account of
scolded and oaressed, and brought forth famine, and beg for bread.
ow
of
the
Almighty.”
=
a
ARE THE BEST IN THE WORLD.
Jlaughtér and tears. In truth,
he was a
the measure of the
tual heat shut up
He -has stripped backs of their broad«Always
the
same
what
a
strength
of
within the believing heart determines essen- calm reliante lies in those words. Our life dramatie genius, and equally great in the cloth amd silk, and clothed them with rags.
THE HOWE MACHINE 00.
conception and the personationof his parts,
tially his illaminating power. All ChrisHe has stolen men’s palaces, and.given
in these respects, experience teaches that variableness is writ- With much original force of understanding, them wretched hovels inexchange,
* 136 WASHINGTON ST ,
tiansare intrinsically
£ increasedby contact with the rough world
while the aggregate vitalizing power of ten upon all things. We tire with finding"
BOSTON, MASS.
sik
.
He has taken away acres an Siven not
the
fervor
of
friendly
seal
to-day
chilled
by
CAPITAL STREET, CONCORD,N. H.,; =
those esteemed
the little, almost unobserved
in mamy countries, he possessed an imagin- evena decent burial place in death.
some
selfish
consideration
to-morrow;
with
;
onto i| 0+ 4 GOTHIO BLOCK, BANGOR,
ME.
pk mg Bi was almost Simke
in
lights of the chureh, is an influence felt by
ade
He has filled our streets and byways with
and flash. - It quitkened all the Tw violence and lawlessness. >».
the whole world. «It can . not afford to lose the ups and downs in “our souls—the ebb itsvi
;
ete |J material of his mind into living things.
is
one of them, Whatif the world does. not and flow of our faith and hope.
He has eotiplicated-our laws and crowded
and our courts,
know that any individual of them warms, or A What a Beasure, ad how rarea one, he ideas. came forth with hands and
:
.
£
riend
to
whom
these
simple
yet
pregnan
took hold of the earth and the heavens. He
aids in ari
any dead soul into life!
He has filled to overflowing our penitenThere is One 3 knows, and ‘accounts ac- words can be applied. = Always rg relied had a heart as tender as his mind was strong tiaries and houses of correction.
subtle. moral. upon, always ready with unwavering con- and his imagination proteam, and this gave
cording to its value, -eyery
He has peopled with his multitude our
pathetie quality te his voice and poorhouses.
force, as well as every physical one, which fidence to leadus out of our déspondencies, such a
and
doubts,
and
questionings,
to
the
rock
»
science even has no eyeto see. One such of our strength. Is not such steadfast faith his whole manner, that, more than any
us for room in our in-|
He has st aitened
humble Christian star filled her little sphere worth striving for? It is within the reach speaker of power we ever knew, he was the sane asylums.
in one of our churches a few years ago, but of all, for God himself has gi that, ‘‘the master of pathos. Who can forget how
He has filled our ‘world with tears and
as the firma.rough sailors and beautiful and. cultivated groans,
now fills a wider one-shining
ANCHIOR LINE STEAMERS
with the poor and helpless,” with
work
of
rightéousness
shall
be
peace
and
her
Rome
do and from
er
Boston girls, and ey Jike. Wabei a
/] wel Wednesday
ment in the church above.
wretchedness
and
want."
the
effect
of
righteousness
yuietriess
and’
al long
merson, and
shop .boys and
Cam
(apparel, and her daily foed, had
8 Sisko .
He has banished Christ from the heart and C x
d a.I A
Messenger.
students, and Jenny Lind and Miss Bremer erected
She had, we assurance forever.”=-American
Ress
are built
, the Ei of charity,
Ag at Lome this favorite
a
hell
within,
;
dad
Ps
ly for the Atlante Passenger
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hue of the wine cup. He has taken the luster from the eye and
made it dim and bloodshot.
He has taken beauty
and comeliness from
the face, and left it il ‘shaped and bloat-

in the winter of old age or exclusion from | ed

eard before, and certain ngyer to be heard

Z. seems to

to
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‘would have no hold upon us if we ascended
into a higher moral atmosphere. As I have

, and give you
He was walking
on with & light | Peto® te summer round
singing
to himself as he passed meat to eat that'the world knows not of P—

“I can not understand it,” said one friend
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had worked the entire day, and had the ap-

step, and
down the
t, though he had been work| The light of the stars which sprinkle the ing the
whole day, and nearly the whole
thoughts
- heavens above us has always been an ob- week. Were it not that my
ject of special observation, and a source “of always come too late, I should have given
If he
0nd
illustration of moral truth. But him a large allotment of my flowers.
it has not long been suspected that stars had not been out of sight when the idea ochave hailed him, and
were a source of heat also. A very delicate se d to me, I should
instrument
has been invented,. called the said :
“Have you worked all day ?"
galvanometer, which, used with the teleiyo course [ have,” he would have said.
scope, has been able to measure the heat of
‘ Are
you singing
P"
|
the most brilliant of them. No doubt its in“Of course oe
2
ae
creased delicacy will be able to detect the
“Then take these flowers home, and give
heat of the star of the least seeming smallness, as it-faintly twinkles in thé depths of them to your wife,and tell her what a biessing she has in you.”
J
the heavens.
h! that we could put songs under our
‘Who knows, then, how much of the agburdens. Oh! that we epuld extract the
warmth which we have been attri
grogate
Then these
uting to the sun, should be deducted and sense of sorrow by song.
would not
poison so much.
Sing in
parceled out to the modest-appearing lumi- things
house. Teach your children to sing.
naries which have almost escaped our no- the
Li
tice.
All animal life, from man to the least When griefs arise sing them down.
mite which breathes, while gratefully re- the voice of praise against cares. Praise
membering the genial rays of the sun, must God by singing; that will lift you above
knot forget the lesser, but it may be not un- trials of every sort. - Attempt it.’ The
important credit due to each star.
The sing ih Deayes ad among Gods people
song is the a
riate langua
vegetable world, from tife grand old oak to upon earth
feeling.
phir
Bulge
the new-born tiny flower, will wave their of Christian
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beams like the dust of gems; and as you
watch ity jaunty gyrations over the fields,
A layer of snow was spread “over the icy
and its minuet dance from flower to flower, streéts, and pedestrians, shod with Indiayou can not help admiring
its graceful acs fubber, walked carefully toward the illage,
tivity, for it is plainly getting over a great church on a cold Sabbath morning in Fe
deal of ground.
But, in the same field Tuary.
‘there is another worker, whose brown vest
Waiking somewhat hastily churchward,
and business-like, straight-forward flight for I was late, I noticed a bright-lookin
may
not have arrested your eye. His flut- little lad standing upon the pavement, wit
tering neighbor darts down here and there, his cap in his hand, and his eyes fixed upon
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and sips elegantly wherever he can find a one spot on the sidewalk, As I approachdrop eof ready nectar; but this dingy plod- ed him he looked up to me, and, pointing every County in the State, with whom liberal and
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der makes a point of alightithe everywhere, to the. place, said,
‘
and wherever he alights he either finds hon¢ Please don't step there, sir; I slipped
ey or makes it. If the flower-cup be deep, there and fell down.”
:
he goes down to the bottom ; if its
onI thanked the Jiilanthro ic little fellow,
mouth be shut, he thrusts its lips asunder ; and
passed round the dangerous spot.
and if the nectar be.
peculiar or recondite
Don’t step there ” was the
#fieme of
he explores all about till he discovers it, and my Siulimtions during the remyifider of the
then
having ascertained the knack of it, Jo walk.
.
:
ful as one who has found great spoil, he
A thousand times, since
the clear
sings his way down into its luscious recess- voice of that kind-hiéarted child rung in my
es. His rival, of the painted velvet wing,
ear, reminding me of my duty to those
has no patience for such dull and long-wind- around me, and urging me to repeat
it
ed details. But what is theend?
Why, the wherever it promises to be nseful. ‘“ Please
one died last October along with the flow- gir, don't’ step there.”

ing and whiny and let song touch song all
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Make it a oint to pray for him ‘évery day,
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cessful in his work. Think of it—he prays
foryou.
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"8, Satan and the ‘wicked work. Thy
wage a mighty war with God upon earth;
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the way through.
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As 1 was returning from the country the “on the lookout for novelty, and too frivoother evening etween six and seven o'clock lous to explore or ponder the Scriptures?
bearing a basket of flowers, I met a man Does the Word of God dwell in you so richthat was apparently the tender of a mason. ly, that. in the vigils of a restless night, or
He looked
brick and mortar all over.
He in the bookless solitude of a sick-room, or
pearance
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amidst the
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they sing one song o
se... I ed beneath
Reader,
know they sleep sweeter for Aan They
dream music; for sometimes in the night butterflies
they break forth in singing, and stop sud- Scriptures,
denly after the first note, startled by their you dwell
own voice. Oh! that we might sing even- Some

to work.
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in- | no

Wisit them, and talk to

and oonsequently have a work to do, He |
requires of you consecration to him, and a

Before any special idea set” forth: by sci- their oe oa a mapkia of a bough, then on
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them of Jesus,
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Scatter thy light t rough every part
And sanctify the whole.”
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of learning
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God will have the victory.

fire, go through my heart,

chance of saying, ‘“ The

showing

You ‘should

Ghost, for.thee I call:

8pirit of burning, come.

and in the work-

life has been made to beat with a healthier
pulsation, by a warming ray from an unobserved star, the effect has been no less real
because no credit has been given, and no
praise bestowed.
i
modification &f
view of jt P
are said to shine as lights in
Christians
objection that theories like this the world (Phil. 2:15). The true discip
of the universe, seems vi
warms, as well as shines. The two
iFor the fact of his agency
ties can not be
. It may be that

il-grounded.
wholly untouched by the

“at the same
well be an

may

observ-

ed, by the way, that this is only a theo
yet, only a “ pe
," still regarded wi

belief in witchcraft.

the im-

tianity, is to insult Christianity even more
deeply than science. And the earnest and
| thou ohtful believer who has felt for himself the difficulties which in some directions
environ belief,—~the
lexities .in the in-

“Oh, the pain in my side’s growin’ stronger !

Copernicus.

partakes

on the.whole to work ls

* ¥Pwas & cruel, bad blow! Whist! Be still!

and

success

assume0 assume that
that thi this

"would kill him, a night on the stone.
Do n’t touch me! Pll walk—Kiss your mammie.
Howly mother! To die here alone!

Galileo

ardor,

brilliant achievement ay intoxicate into
rash ‘and ill-grounded
advances. Beside
the army of earnest workers
goes the army
of quacks, . But, fairly regard, and mak
ing all due allowance, this wide-spread and
mighty enthusiasm of science is one of the
noblest exhibitions of human activity ever

“ The station! O mister, have pity!

against

the

perfection of humanity.
Those who look
so largely on the physical side of things
may somefimes underrate spiritual forces,

See the little one there on the bed.
‘What, one of us must—he or I sirs?
.
Well, thin, ye can take me instead.
IVs wake from the fayer he is, sirs,

should have learned to be shy.”

And

“0 that it now from heaven might fall,
And all my sins consume ;

reward.

too delicate for
stellar universe,

backs, is but to say that it

NO, but & hurt in my side, srs,

Let it be

their

the courage, the genius, with which men
seek these secrets of nature.
To say that so great a pursuit has dvaw-

x No=no! 'twas ut
:
Was I—8
on a
n’ an’ struck me.
ed Virgin! forgive me the lie?)

of Darwin.

have

But nobler than star or system, more won-

« And what are ye’s wantin’ now ?
* Shure it was n't himself, at all, sirs,
“It’s me that made all the row !

ed, take

all

derful than microscopic life; ave

Then, sudden, her voice Would grow fiercer

theories already

but

holding within it the ator
the sight, and the whole

chjlder,—
e little ded
For the sake
Heaven, I know !”
They ’re walching from

As to

rich,

kind’s great common stord. - The field in
which. they work is a
yhagnificent one,

the door
Each time I’d be passing
_ Some words,—* O Jimmy | my darlint,
me again, any more!
Do wt st.
Don’t kick me, Jouk poor little Mary !
Your wife that is loving ye so! -

sworn

mas

That reward is the pleasure of noble - activi:
ty, knowledge dear for its own sake, and
service done in some contripution to man-

111 tell yon just. what, it ain’t pleasant

Drunk?

guthering

terial, comparing results, building. step by
step the great highway of knowledge,
They display an ardor that is daunted by no
obstacle, a patience that a hundred failures
can not wear out. Few of them can become famous, still fewer of them. can be-
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piven a richer meaning, “their -like icicles, but chill. all who come in conThey are
numberand scope are multiplied a hundred. tact with them, That range but glorious
fold, whenythe Gospel has ven us the key Warming in the. region of the heart which
esley felt when the way of salvation b
of the great mystery. And the Spirit, in
leading us deeperinto truth, employs all the faith alone first beamed upon his burdene
a
myriad facts of existence, all results of hu- niind, they do not feel.
What a source at once
ofTight and:of heat
man labor and human though, as its divine
has the churchin Him who, on the day of
instrumentalities. =
|
The most characteristic activity of this Pentecost, sat upon the disciples in ‘‘cloven
‘And who, not
age is the exploration-of the physical uni- tongues like as of fire.”
verse. There isa great army of, men, spiritually so cold and dark as to be dead,
:
spread through every civilized land, who would not, ery:
devote themselves to this with an enthusi-. Le
#0 that fn me the sacred fire ,
asm almost beyond parallel. For every [
Might now
begin toglow;
°
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Burn up the drossof base desire,
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deliv erance ascurding to
We ol will Feommnd
;
know that they are sufferers.
‘We do not his promise.
And when that deliverance has come, let
forzet that they ave often misled. We deplore the fact that a false social syste oft- - it be thankfully confessed. The spoken

‘| en warps their judgment,

10, 1871.

rouses

their bad

is an inherent tendeney to evil.

;

dressed to the Publisher.

gratitude will help to make the deliverance

iil

into the purest circles

.The Tremendous Fact.

to. be

child inclines to pash heaven

= Coming

found,

that

away from it

and grovel in the duit of earthly
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passion.

of life, and And it is the fact of sin that explains the
and plans existence, the prevalence and the power of
character,
methody of perfecting
‘They are the
for social regeneration. Most of them have these corrupt surroundings.
fruits
of
that
wide-spreading
tree
of transto
some elements tRat commend themselves
gression
which
has
its
roots
deep
in
human’
spirit
earnest
an
often
approval, There is
behind ‘them. nature, and draws up its nutriment from
and a generous purpose
More or less facts can be adduced in sup- the individual soul. They only put a new
port of their pretensions. They often sound emphasis upon the fact of sin, and help to
very plausible, and appear very simple and bring out the fearfulness of its meaning.
The practical bearings of this great fact
beautiful. They look well on paper, and
the ‘apparent confidence and enthusiasm are many and obvious, We can only hint
with which they aré urged win for them at some of them.—No scheme for perfecting
humanity, whether called religious. or resympathy and acceptance.
But no scheme of philosophy, or morals, formatory, cando any high and abiding
There

theories

end to
i
jsno

Tr.

et
ah

-

part of the responsibility of sustaining. the
interest of these meetings upon ‘each individual Christian, and it will be hard work
at the jadgment to shift it on to our ‘minis.
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ter,

owned.as

pride.

so

ignorant masses, but fow
work

slaves,

is

weilingi ly adoept— The origin

:
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are said.to be

intolerable to their

Hence they join the Ku-Klux

plot and kill, They

.

gro and thé

that, they say.

One can hardly glance at a newspaper
nowa-days without seeing the statement that
some clerk has absconded with his employ-

well

fit itself for its best work as in the prayermeeting. Its efforts in behalf of missions,
temperance, education, and all the other
good and helpful enterprises of the day,
will fail of their best results, if the work is
not undertaken with that cheerful courage
that a rightly-conducted prayer-meeting
will always inspire. It is there that one
can best get a sense of the world's wants.

er's money.

Bank

clerks,

hotel * flerks,

merchants’ clerks, and representatives

from

the whole list of clerks are among these unfortunate runaways.
Even female clerks,
—though but a small proportion of them as
comparéd with the other sex,—join the fugitive band in is useless flight. Very re-

cently a young man

To that place should come representatives

employed

express their own needs, and their convictions of. their neighbors’ and the world's
needs, as experience or observation has
made them known,
In the closet may be found strength for

the rule of the ne-

white.

Anything

but

——THE Lost CAUSE ‘LOSING is Labs.

Rabid as they have been in

The recent

supporting State rights, they insist that
they would far sooner have the state put

under military control,

to a territorial

or remanded back

condition,

present state of things.

than abide the

They

death of James M.

Mason, Ex-

Confederate, Minister to England, and famous as oneof the heroes of the Trent affair, adds another name to the already long
list of Confederate dead. - General Lee, its

think there

military chief, Yancy, Howell Cobb, Stane-

would be less to hurt their pride and offend
their manhood in having military or civil
officers sent dowr. from Washington to

wall Jackson and others who figured prom- /

inently in the rebellion; have rapidly followed each other to the grave.. They merited

rule them, than in seeing Sambo shake the little while living, and except by a few perballot and the magistrates symbol in their sonal friends, they are hardly remembered
in Boston,’ faces. Hence their turbulence, and their now, they are dead, Even General A. 8S.

sharing the confidence of his’employers and
trusted by them with their bank deposits,

from all the ranks and conditions of life, to

poor

usually magnifies into great wrongs. The
or- report has given the state much information

against. to. aid it in properly settling the labor question, which we trust it will hasten to profit
declare themselves in- by.

tent on breaking down

.

In no other place can the church

the

ganization,” encourage
violence
their fellow citizens, fume and

Fallen Young ol

——

1ift up

black and white, they indulge their gullen- of strikes
ness, their hatred, their prejudice and their ‘tion, which

;

* The Prayer-Meeting.
>

usingit to

provoked not so”!
derstanding that we might be idlers after’ brutality, To be governed, and governed| much by the question
of wages as by ‘points
coming together. He has rather placed. a badly too, by the negroes whom théy ohde of mere
punctilio, such-as willful ignorancd

.| passions, and binds them down with: griev- real, to deepen the sense of God's nearness,
GEORGE
T. DAY, Editor.
_ | ous burdens. Many a child is born into a to fill the common air’ with his fragrant
den of iniquity, and breathes an air sul: breath and the, firmament with abiding
All communications designed for ‘publication
yr
phurous
as with the fumes of perdition: stars, and give to the daily life a richer exshould be addressed to the Editor, and all ‘letters on
adbe
But,
besides
all these disadvantages, there perience and a divi ingr flavor.
should
&c.,
money,
of
v
remittances
business,

*

10, 187 L-

He has said, * Forsake not the igen lig
of yourselves together,” and he would hardly have given that command with? the un-

would not be blindto their woaknese,

—

MAY

WEDNESD AY,

STAR, ‘MAY

mr re mrem——
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MORNING

suddenly left the city, taking with

him

as

desperate deeds, with torch, and whip, od
pistol, and halter.
It is a sad picture, andit shows how an
old wrong comes back to plague its per
petrators long after it- has been nominally
put away. These are the fruits springing

Johnson, formerly so active a rebel officer,
lies uncared for in an out-of-the-way
in Texas, with only a

place

board to mark

=

—

his grave, Jeff Davis living is almost for
much of their money as he could secure.
or government, or social life, can be really york, which denies, or slurs over, dr takes
gotten, and it is doubtful if he is thought
The alarming frequency of just such eases
worth much which does mot take into ac-f [the terrible meaning out of this fact of sin,
of by a majority of Americans from one
as this tells a very sad story. Many of the
count and give proper prominence to one or fails to present the means of deliveranceas | Some peculiar temptation, or direction in fallen ones, in fact the most of them, had from the seed of slavery. The children of month's end to another. Could any punishCalhoun and MoeDuffie see armed men
great, abiding, persistent, ov ershadowing, from it as thé one wital thing.—Onl
ment for his gréat crime possibly be worse
some unseen way, or that steady trust only a little while ago left happy homes and
tremendous fact. That fact is SIN. We that fact is emphasized and made real by which carries one cheerfully through each hopeful friends, to seek their fortunes where: spring up where their sires sowed the drag- than this? It is thus that those who were
- call it by its orief, expressive, Sipura the Christian pulpit, will conversions be day's trials ; but when it comes to every-day opportunities were more numerous
and on’s teeth. But we do not think these men so recently plotting their country’s doom

t | likely to have depth and thoroughness, and
the spiritual life attain solidity, fervor and
power.—-A
true view anda just sensewof|
can
thing
That
itself.
age about the thing
not be properly pushed out of sight, nor this fact of sin will alone rally the energies
crowded into a subordinate place, nor strip of the soul to guard itself from-a new deSo far filement after it has received the washing
ped of its deep and vital meaning.
as that is done by “any scheme, so far the of regeneration, and to labor to save others
scheme is likely to be faulty, weak, decep- from the stain and bondage which it brings.
—So long as this fact of sin exhibits its real
tive and mischievous.
.
Indeed, no one who candidly reads histo- significance, there is no danger but (rist
ry, or looks abroad upon the world, or stud- and his atoning work will be exalted as the

name, though we are. less conce
the term used to define the thing

ies his own heart, can

fail to

than we

crowning exhibition of God’s grace and the

discover this

fact.. It is discovered even by those who triumphant hope of the human soul. When
would fain be blind to it.
Itis confessed the heart ceases to declare the terribleness
even in the very words which are meant fo of transgression, then the erpss becomes dim

deny it.

In passionately protesting against to the eye.

But so long as the

publican’s

cry goes up with the old accent,—*‘ God be
merciful to mea sinner!” so long the
words of John the Baptist will continue to
ends: They who. apologize for it and fry fall on the ear like jubilant music out of the
to show its utility, ‘acknowledge its pres skies,—** Behold the Lamb of ‘God, which
ence and abide in * its shadow,
Theodore taketh away the sin of the world I”
+
‘Parker sneered, in his bitte¥est way, at

0

the teachers who proclaim the fact, men
virtually accuse those very teachers of sin
in misleading the people to gain selfish

evangelical

clergymen,

and

recorded his

God Commanding Deliverance.

' mockery of their speech by charging that
thy were *“ forever prating about ngsin,”
Others have called the manifest aberrations

»’, Thou art

my King, 0

God;

command

deliyerances for Jacob,” That, was David's
por 0 ignorance and. weakness. Others statement and prayer. :
a king, but
have set their erooked ways dow fo the
he kept his fealty to the
ife Ruler.
account of [ immatari ,~ whieh is to be folbowed before God as’ humblyfand reverentlowed by ripeness an symmetry. More or
ly
as the feeblest and meekest
of his subtess have insisted that, in~ the moral jars of
his
jects. Though royal in his own sphere, his
the world whidh cémpel our] notieé, We are
confession
of
the
kingliness
of
the
Jen
hearing the barsher and refnoter chords in

{he peat of lll, Khat 66 1 and "by
to he free and heaty, constant and. practical. ‘He
learned to govern while! ‘teaching himself to
harmony.
resolved into a sacred and eternal
obey.

: And pow and then iis heard a voice assurus that the érrors into ‘which men seem

‘And God was a real person and a mighty
actor
in his view, and not a mere figure of
fall ade bit the, neédfil @idciphine” Which

is finally to build up -both the
and the

race into

speech, or the

individual

ness.

And yet, jmpdrfect: and’ unérie as thede
one of them involves

a confession that
nidn is full of : flaws and
life is out of jeint, The yery, thing that we
call sin is seen and confessed.
The moral
fect. « Humanity
world is pronounced

is set forth as being feeble and

sick.’ The

right line is confessedly not followed. Less
may be made of these-aberrations than
shouldbe made of them, but Mliey oan, not

be ignored.

in-

The term* sin ” may be

dignantly scouted, in order that something
softer and smoother and less repulsive may

be used; but the real thing remains through
every change of appellation. ~Whether itis
so interpreted as to involve guilt and peril,

or so defined as to Suggest only weakness
and misfortune, it still abides. It will not
keep itself out of sight.

wins a recognition.
“wounds sensibility.

It

and

demands

day

wants

which is to meet

the

of the world,—there

where fortunes. were supposed, to exist
ready-made. Then came the discovery that
fortunes must bé earned in the city as in the
country, ‘mainly by manly and persistent
effort, as well as another 'discovery,—that
clerks with as little pay as they, and with
qhite as little income from home, were nevertheless leading jovial lives, running up

every-

are few

places equal to the prayer-meeting where it

can be made known and provided for.”

The

merchant comes from his counter, the farmer from his field, the mechanic from his
bench, the rich

several

and poor

places, each

alike

from

their

with the impressions

that their daily experience has given them,

heavy bills, but somehow always managing
to pay them. Then came the information,

ular evil. What better place for’ the wholé
church to be mutually taught and inspired.

confidentially given, as to the, source of
their funds—their employer's till was tap-

and each with some remedy for each particconcerning

the

varied

wants

which

ped, and, by, 3 smart system

are

It plaghes logic. It
“It baffles speculation.

him, cared for him, saw in him the

of stealing,

plenty of money and a right good time were

pressing it for relief? »

the result.

One reason why our prayer-meetings are
not, at present satisfying mere’ of these
wants is ‘because they are not practical
enough. There is not enough ‘experience

When it has come to this, in a majority of

cases it is almost certain what this will lead
to. There are the. first hesitating steps in a

downward career, then a thought of home

in them ; not nought Jing about what we

have'seen and felt
t¥-day, in our jpersonal and an attempt at reform, then broken resdcontact with to-day’s life ; not enough pray- lutions and increased recklessness, choosing
ing for grace to bear to-day’s trials, nor for companions whose sole influence is hurtful,
wisdom to enable us to make the best of our playing with chance to win funds to pay the
own and others’ present joys and SOrTOWS. ‘wayto ruin, drinking poison that only hastWhat we saw on the sfreet just now is of ens final destruction, seeking the embraces
infinitely ‘more importance, as it regards the of those whose very arms are fall of death,
street's present - salvation, than what we until their crimes are too numerous to be
saw any number of years ago; and prayer hidden and their guilt too heavy to be
for the person whom we saw a little ‘while borne, when. a final theft apd a ‘burried
¢
ago sick, or in want, or. in. temptation, or flight close the ‘sad venture. |
Do they “tlose it? In te 6case of ‘the
inquiring for the right way, is apt to’ be vi:
| talized by a quicker faith than that which young man réferred to, the matter was put
| would seek an undefined blessing upon an into the hands df a detective, he traced his
vietim to the West, found him penniless and
indefinite object.

miserable in Chicago, returned with him to

When the prayer meeting ¥ thus enliven-

Boston, and now the law will deal with him

ed by fresh discussion and
perNpent prayer,
it becomes the chief rallying pee of the
church,

where

each

“meémber

can

get

according to its liking, Is the young man
solely responsible for his. erime ? .. Are those

a

who permit the enticing sins by Which he

glimpse of the woik that is waiting outside

was led astray without blame in the matter !

embodi-

the alluring follies ‘out of their sight.

because he wanted followers, and secondly,
he had no time to waste in seeking
because
ple. He believed that he could deliver him,
he would not be half as likely
where
them
and was not hindered from taking hold of
the memiof§ with Fol isBurdens. It
He took what came the
them.
get
case by any restraining laws of nature to
takes the'budyaney ouf off hihope ad it looks the
‘and if we'would make our
hand;
to
readiest
or resisting principles of necessity. Aud so
» toward the. future. , It
:
tings Continnally impress. this
prayer-mee
he sent up his earnest and trustful plea.
. aid Grop the eye-when they Mm
our every-day work wotild be
He got his answer He got it often. He ssme lesson,
lows, and it sets them shuddering “when
more in accord with our every-day needs.
ment of the good cause and the right princi-

‘Jt'puts a-stingrinto conseience. It startles
the imagination. It rouses fear. It loads

they think of standing

will be allowed to have their
must live in a civil state, and

‘to be done, as well as-that ingelligent zeal
forces. He thought of him as the living,
which will help him in 'peforming it. Evidently no city can control every vicious
‘ever-present and ever-working Deity. He |
Our faith avails but little unless there be ac- element that makes it its home, but it can
believed in him as one who really took ‘an
at least deprive them of many of their alintérest in human affairs. He felt his’ near- companying works; and it is no discredit lurements, and make Shey Gh this the law
to
that
faith
if
it
looks
for
some
probability
|
ness. He spoke to him as being close at
of accomplishing something before it begins “has no ‘countenance for them’ Jf it would
hand. He carried his sorrows to him as to
active efforts. If there was an -ugly stump manifest half the alacrity in hunting out and
a sympathetic and faithful friend. He exbringing to punishment the moral murderpected help directly Tom him. When hu- in our front yards,it would be more sensible ers who infest its domain, that it does in
man aid was inadequate, when his own to dig it out with a pick and siovel, than to securing and punishing their victims, both
plans were set at naught, when his’ faithful get lazily down on our knees and ask God to they and their victims would soon "diminish
followers grew faint or despairing, when remove it. Why should we be any more in number,
Authorities. present a poor exunreasonable in our Christian work? We
his enemies seemed just ready to smite him
cuse when they urge personal accountabilimust
bring
effort
‘and
energy
to
it,
but
at
down in triumph,—thén he looked up for
ty, and claim that the law should never atheavenly relief as a child eries out for the the same time take care mot to expend tempt to keep ‘those who will not keep
either
in
hopeless
tasks.
‘The
¢hurch
might
father whom it trusts. He caref
forthemselves. Thousands “can not keep
malized no petition ; he just burst out with to-day be aceomplishing ten times as much themselves. And especially “of the great
practithe simplest and intensest statement of his as it is, if it- would be ten. times as
was but little theory in multitude who annually leave the country
necessity; and asked deliverance at the hand cal as'it is. « There
for the city, there are many whom its novof God. He could not often see how it was Christ's service. It was ‘mostly work, — elties and dazzling sins attract with a force
06,
work, and work;
to come ; he prescribed no method ; he did hard, uncompromising
that they can not repel. It seems as though
not stop to speculate upon the limitations of in which there was hope of accomplishing they might at least be helped in ‘the contest
the divine agency. He believed God heard something. He chose his followers from by laws that would do their utmost to put
‘among ‘book-keepers and fishermen, first,

majesty and complete-

views may be, eve

symbol of blind “natural

work,~work

face to face. with ‘had no doubt that it was an answer.

He

WEEE
AP
i
did not tarn round and ¢ompliment his own
God.
WEE
This isthe; tremendous fact. It is aselest ‘Sagacity after relief had cone. He recog“trying to get away from it. And the view nized God as fully in his after acknowledg-

taken of it in Scripture aecords with the ment as he had done in his previous plea.
testimony borne by the world around and He Was sure that the Lord had helped him.
eart within. Account for it as we He Tovedto confess it to him. He loved to
speak of it to others, He loved to weave
the story into a psalm, and
. ing congregation singing it
till the :sublimé
in a tide of harmonies over

the temple

ried, with. responsive praise.
ABbop the wrong, ad at the wrong5 pugs, ” wn is much when we have really teamed,

eT

a

48 ‘unfair as it would be to measure a teach-

rank of ‘his’ classes, or
by. tigcy.
er’ efficien
In ‘battle, the tene soldier feels that he: =

measurablyy Scaponaibl for its results,

an

and this overt, transgression that belong to

he does n't wait for his Captain to lead the
enemy up, man by man, and. hold him
In the foe he recogrizes
e
he shoots.
whil

human

an evil, and feels that his bullets are needed

and near and helping God ;—we have used
men illustrate this depraved tendency them for & sacred purpose ‘wher ‘we have
‘of
nature.

‘And this fact of sin” “carries with

EE

clarified
our vision with them so that the
Father
is
seen more distinctly ‘and fully
it the
than before. For he is Our Father still. He

yet commands deliveraiced. | Aid we have
i

‘| need of his service.

We are often

in ges

| places, Our wisdom is frequentlyat

ly charity in ‘the place
geance, do

works

ofa ‘deadly ven-

meet

be the severest punishment
inflicted on them.

for repentance,

teach moderation -by example, and for a
pouting aristocracy substitute a serviceable
common sense. The Ku-Klux bill and the
President will both demand this and help
them in the performance,

——Tae

Maine

between
have

England

agreed

to

» suppress it.
ors, he

Subject

fights as

though

to. the proper
he was the

,-and counts each successive volley as
virtual obedience to those orders, With

T

vais:
sda |

a

ToBACCO.

voted

that

it

The :

at its last

would

admit no

This isdireet and wnequivocal.

It

leaves no one in the dark comcerning this
especial qualification for the ministry. If
the habit has grown up With a person and

ing that the Commissioners seeking to.adStates,

AND

one to the ministry who used tobacco in any
form.

the United

CLERGY

which eval be

Methodist Conference

séssion

——TaE Joint, Higa CoamissioN.-: There
seems to be pretty good authority for statjust the differences

The indifference with which their

and

become, as they say it does, ineradicably
fixed, and then if that person is called to the

terms

which it is quite likely both countries will ministry, and.especially to the Methodist
accept, The plan’ has been submitted to ministry, what would he do ? “What eould
England for appraval, and a reply is expecte ‘he do, but resist the call, or seek admittance
ed by the tenth of the month, at which date to a conference that might not have the tothe Senate is ordered to assemble, also to bacco article on its record.
Nobody distake.action on the terms of agreement. = The putes but it is a filthy; disgusting habit,—
exact basis of settlement has not yet been that is, nobody but.a majority of its. users,
given to the public, but reports from head- —but ifthe "question should present itself
quarters state that it is one on which our squarely to the Conference, whether or not it
(Government will readily rest its claims. The would ordain a man who felt conscientiousmain discussion seems to have beén concern- ly called to preach but felt habitually obliging the belligerency of the: South, which edto use tobacco, what could it do in view
would determine England's responsibi lity of the souls who mightbe redeemed through
in fitting out privateers to prey, on U. 8
the man's preaching? Would it suffer the
commerce. But even on this point a 05
soulsto be lost rather than permit the man
factory result was reached, 89 that sufferers|

to preach with tobaceo in his pocket?

If

by the depredatiofis of the Alabama and
Shenandoah will doubtless be remunerated.
All parties agreein stating that the : English
members of the Commission showed candor

such a case ever presents itself. we hope to
fem how it. oF
of.

and fairness in the whole discussion,

Sunday in May has been for many years
‘a sort of Easter Sunday in Plymouth

LT pad Chinn Accessions,
AO

seem-

ingly anxious to setthe a question that has so
long threatened the peace of the two nations.

This probable disposition of the mat-

ter promises very much in favor of peaceful

where

church,

Brooklyn,

pastor.

The largest accessions of the year

usually take place then.

arbitration ‘over: war, and is indicative of
the humanity no Tess than ‘of the high moral

Mr.

The first
Beecher

is

The floral decora-

Hong are immense and the crowd exhilaratThe present year forms no exception

sense of the two nations.

one past.

A hundred and seventeen per-

- | sons were propounded for admission on Sun-

A——

———A MuURrDERER'S PLEA.
One Ralloff,
under sentence of death in New York for
murder, presents a plea for pardon which

day last, of which number 102 were to unite
i
on profession.

is uite as ingenious as it is audacious, and

——CHURCH Music IN New

is unmistakably as able as it is ingenious.
He claims that, whereas he and two accomplices, were, engaged in burglary, but he

quartette si
is reaching some of its ultimate results in our large cities. In New
York superiog, voices in the orchestra com-

rem—

and one accomplice fled leaving the other
and

‘whereas

he

killed

one

The"

nd salaries scarcely second to first class

in the hands of the clerks
who surprised
them;

York.

‘eloquence in the pulpit.

What churches do

about. pastors they’do about singers.

of the

clerks in a subsequent attempt to rescue

They

send committees round to find where the

their unfortunate comrade, therefore he is
not a murdererat all, that he had ceased from burglary when he ran away, and
that he killed the cl¢rk
in self-defense. He
certainly displays
shrewdness and ability in

best performers are, and then hire them
away. Christ’é Church, St. Thomas's, Trini-

ty, Grace and St. Ann's pay each from$5000
to $8000
a year for music, It is a significant fact that, in Protestant churches, where

frqming this portion of his defense, but this

they have the most

expensive

and

singing, the congregation is the
A leading church proposes to hayé
gregation
do its own singing and ap by the
$500 ta wand five pews,

by showing too little interest in the manner
in which their clerks spend their time?
Can there be no effective agency to prevent

A New COLLEGE PERIOPICAL. Wo: hav e
received the second ‘number of the Orient, .
a fortnightly periodical issued by the Junior
‘olass of Bowdoin College. , Its mechanical
appearance is excellent, its’ ediforials are
practieal and pointed, snd its whole con-

dead,

3 t can he be used to any better ad-

vantage living?

tents are such

aso

give ita

creditable

rank with other similar papers,
Its columnof College news is made up in an entertaining way, and contains many items of
interest to the alumni and triends of the Col-

Philology, can certainly { lege. It solicits contributions and patronreward able and ori
age from those. interestel®iin its’ success, of
cially if they keep
side, but, we do n't

whom we are aspured it: will find a good
number,
The Orient sontalgs the "rumor, which
If he ‘should be set at liberty
for we seo confirmed in” another quarter that
Currentnt Topics.
| his theory, what ridicalous claims might President Harris has resigned his position
——~TROUBLES TN Sout Canora, An not be hereafter urged by any feloncon- | at the head: of the College, to accept the’
inteHigent and candid correspondent of the demned to death? Goy. Hoffman is hesitat- | professorship of * Didactic Theology in the
New York T#ébune, sent into the South to ing what decision to make, and thiat is 0% |v,Yalé | Divinity Sohool.. ‘His connection with
learn and report the condition of things in strange in the least; but it is hoped that the College has been gatisfactory in the
that state, where the Ku-Klux - operations justice may not be outraged by .another highest degree, and its friends can onlybe
have been most prominent, sends home a precedent that may have as many pleaders, regonboiled to his departure by the probability
sorry account. The negroes have a major- in the future as that of Insanity has already. that Ex-Governor Chamberlain will accept
the vacant seat: The Gow
ws: previous
ity of voters in that. state, and they are
mofe ignorant and self-complacent, and ——LABOR INot MiShackpping,
The anna. connection with the College,his Interest in
‘less enterprising<emd public spirited, than al report of the “Massachusetts Buresu of its welfare, his public record and his varied
in ‘some other portions of the South. The Statistics of Labor, presentedto the state abilities, 'wotild. undoubtedly “make his.acpoor whites are not less degraded, and be- legislature last week, reads hardly less’ like ceptance of the Presidency a matter of sattween them and the negroes there are deep. a novel than Miss Phelps’s ** Silent Partner.” isfaction to all concerned.
{J o8lonsles and bitter hostility. The few ed- It presents statements which, if uncolored
ucated whites are in a small minority, and by party or other prejudice, indicate a con- | Tar May ANNIVERSARIES, . The usual
they keep their old egotism and scorn of dition of things that is far from creditable to May meetings of the, vanous benevolent so-|,‘their social and intellectual inferiors. ‘those who determine
the laborer's lot. - Ten- den are already in progress; the gather-

ing how raueh more reason can’ church-memthas
multiply
sbéit us. . The way, is unseen bers sit on their seats and wait for the ‘minyooh] ‘tions
than
before us... The path is, hedged. wp. The ister to ‘* make” the’ prayer-meeting,
end
guns
their
on
| strained eyes gaze into thick darkness. soldiers could lean idly
?
enemy
the
in
lead
to
icers
their-off
for
wait
o.| The feet are. tired and torn. “The” storm |
pik
oe
of our love of ease, or any other Some of these are. disfranchised ; most of
| rages. ‘The floods lift up .their voice, In
efficiency of® any church them are unpopular ~with the mass of the
'| Courage!
is sinking. | Hope seems desgrting
| consid
itself about equal people ; only a few of them hold civil of-.
vie
dg
ig
insist
will
ite | as: Barthly friends can not meet;our
with
the
in
Ee
in
its
prayer-meetings. fice or can command many votes. The
Their
words
sound
‘like
‘mockery,
Wants.
Without sufficient reason, state governme
ly \ inthe hands of
The member
and
their
efforts
to
help
seem
ds
‘nothing.
—
rf
» wail of agservice there,
pled men. |
, "born
of the sin There are such conflicts ag these into which excuses himself from active der efficient incompetent, selfish and unp
The
old
clannishness
remains,
by
t, the able
will
not
be.
very:
likely
to
ren
It
ds
well
if
it
has
I¢atned
die ou f| the soul pisses.
{
Christinn! service: anywhere. God ‘has a men have lost their
power; ‘and insteadof
ronl
faith
and
ery
for
the’
look 8p tha
| portion of workfor ‘each of his followers, adopting: befter ways of regaining bend
ing vie cst Hatper. oi
The soul finds itself sorely beset.

countrymen hear their names, whether of
the living or dead, is the fittest as it must
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threw
herself
down
of Jehovah afforded seems quite amp for all ordinary purties, splendid fellow, ribbons, trails, engagAs they whitdn the fields again,
thrice consecrated, have come the daily and the cross of Christ. °
under the trees. ‘‘‘There, they have missed ed, ete., etc., till midnight.
‘poses, the idioms are well wrought out, the exAnd you see the lambs leap on the rocks,
Mr. Bayne has had the very best opportuni- amples are abundant, progressive, and seem to
worshipers with Scripturé song and pray+» And scurry away with a fun that mocks
me before now,” thought she, * and they
Watch thor as they walk past this win- er.
And se, through years of chastened ties for a true view and a right estimate of. the exemplify all the peculiarities of the language as
The sullen plodding of men.
are hunting everywhere. They'll call and dow. Does
that look like the earnest pur- enjoyment and trembling
man; he has taken more than ten years to gather a medium of thought. In the hands of a compehope, this family and sift and arrange
call, and mamma will be frightened, and.
But the children catch the flying joy
his materials and review his tent teacher, this work ought to serye its pur-.
suit of any object in life? If so, they cer- has found training in a life
of unity, purity, Judgments; and he has carried a conscienti
when they can’t find me, they'll" have the tainly won't
In every deepened breath;
ous pose thorehibly well.
catch it. Look at ‘their bare and love.
The house has had aheart, The and painstaking fidelity into the smallest details
The echoes shout to the shouting boy,
horse harnessed and cme to look in the
arms—candle-dips,
No.
8.
Ang laugh with Midget, and Lu, and Foy,
passers-by said ‘* afflicted.” But the dwell- of his work, He felt its importance; he knew Asncrivve HALL." A Tale of the last century.
woods, ‘cause that's what they always do
No * right” of women is so precious, so ers
Emily Sarah Holt, author of “ Mistress
Or sing with bonny Beth!
knew that the affliction was working out that there were variant opinions respecting more ®
when children are lostin the books. They vital
etc. New York: Robert Carter &
Lo their welfare, present and future, as
or less of Mr. Miller's traits and policy;
he
fruits most peaceable and rewards eternal.
And the souls that still keep open door
td]
16mo, pp. 443.
Sold by D.
will blow a horn, and perhaps I will an- the right to work.
theant to tell the exact truth, een when his he- ! . Bw
Lothrop. & Co.
:
>
For the blessings
that still may come,
swer, and then mamma will run up to me,
‘The.
heart,
ceased
to
beat.
The
ro,~for
such
Mr.
Miller was in his eyes,—seem- | TRUE 10 HIS FLAG. By the author of “ The
Even if a girl had no othef object in life
‘Though time and trials have pressed them sore,
was empty. The errands and the servic
and say, ‘ O! my darling little Grace I'm
ed to fail in judgment or superabound in severi- |° Golden- Ladder Series,” eto. Same-Publishers,
than to get a husband, no investment would. of love ended. And
Feel mellowing May to the very core,
&c. 1871. 16mo. pp. 184.
ty; and he is a man whose eminence as a schol
the stricken ones st
very sorry you were so mis'able,’ and papa
pay like an occupation. It would “give her together,
Strike down with a soothing hum.
a critic and a literary artist, fully assures us * These two juveniles are up to the usual level
and with voices low and earnest, ar,
will ask me to forgive him for speaking so
independence and dignity. Margaret Full. vowed and prayed:
' And they sing aloud as the thrushes sing,
By the memory of the of a service that lacks neither good judgment, of the publications that are issued by this House.
cruel. They will be afraid I'm most ‘starv- er says:
ss, taste or delicacy. And he writes. Asheliffe- Hall is unique, full of character, throwThey bloom as the daises bloom;_
a
past, by the ache and emptiness of this thoroughne
ed, so they will carry me home in the rodksocial and
this work in the full vigor and maturity of his ing not a little light upon the religious,
Their hearts overflow like the flooded spring,
**
That
the
hand
may
be
given
with
dighour,
and
by
the
hope of the future, we powers, meaning it to stand
away, and give me as much cake and pre- | nity,
They feel the newness of everything,
as a permanent rec- domestic life in England a hundred and fifty
she must be able to sfand alone.”—Dr,
vow a holy living in the Lord; and we bed ord of one of the most remarkable men which years ago, and quietly impressing
the best,.of reserves as I want ; they'll be so glad.”
And alife that leaps the tomb!
Dio Lewis in Our Girls.
ligious
lessons.
Itiis
a
book
written
with a pur‘Scotland
seech
him,
that
in
his
house
of
many
has
given
—Geo. 8S. Burleigh.
to
the
Such was Grace’s plan. : The facts turned
world.
We
have
read
;
la
‘
his presence,” When he did, there never
seemed to her anything left to live for. She
did not want to eat her ‘breakfast, and sat

Re-stirredby an innér thrill!

L

out a little different.

Only a Boy.
Toa
Only a boy, with his noise and fun,
The veriest mystery under the sun;
As brimful of mischief, and wit, and glee,
As ever a human frame can be,
And ss hard fo manage as—what?

)

and mother, on their arrival.

| in trouble enough.

Only a boy, with his fearful: tread,
Who can not be driven, must be led;

‘Who troubles the neighbors’ dogs and cats,
And tears more clothes, and spoils more hats,
Loses more kites, and tops, and bats,

She was so hungry that

she thought of the berries which lost chil
dren usually find in the woods. But neither grass nor bushes grew under the pine

trees. /Grace had never known what real
hunger is, so that whena hollow ache at
her stomach and a dizziness inh her head

Than would stock a store

For
a year ormore. ~~

came oy, she never guessed it was because

Only a boy, with his wild strange ways, *
‘With his idle hours or his busy days;
With
his queer remarks and his odd replies,
times foolish and sometimes
wise,
Often brilliant
for one of his size,
As a meteor hurléd
From the planet
world.

A Mother’s Mistake.

she ate no breakfast.
““ Whatif I should

should

regard

the rights

3‘We may have

one, and

the heart of it.

may

she

be

4

Sold into Slavery.

1 thought I knew before, that grown-up

She climbed a _ ‘people

for even her enemy had left her, as she was

°

homes

was

fence to watch for them, but not a creature
was to be seen on the
rgad. It was
80 lonesome that she began to be afraid,

ab mel

Tis
hard to tell,
' Yet we love
him well.

Not a sound

heard, save the birds and the wind among
the pines, as Grace sat all the long morning,
and waited to forgive her penitent father

of their

children, and be careful not to destroy any

¢¢ Carl Marsh is sold

of their precions little possessions.

into

to- make me know it thoroughly.

of life by this study of a charactér that so hon-|
ored God arid was so honored of him. Nothing

slavery,”

But it a man to me-one day.
seems that- I needed a little bitter experi¢ Sold into slavery I" I cried.

said

«Ys

anything like that nowa-days ?”

there

In clearing up thé room, I gathered up| * Indeed there is,” was his answer.
some torn pieces of newspaper, and with
‘“ Who bought him, pray
them a leaf from an old blank-book, scrawl* Oh, it is a firm ; and I make bold to
ed over ‘with the curious hieroglyphics my they own a good many slaves, and
little boy delights in. I crushed them all make shocking bad masters.”
up together, and stuffed them in the stove,
‘¢ Can it be so in these days? Who
with a sudden fear, as the flames devoured theyP” I asked.

them, that the child might miss his draw-|-

“ Well, they

have

;
say
they
are

agents and runners

ings. But he makes so many such scrawls, everywhere, who tell a good story, and so
be sick and die I” I hardly could see why he should wish to get hold of folks ; but the names of the firm
thought she. ‘‘ Mamma doesn’t come, and preserve any of them.
—1I dare say you have heard of them-—are
if I died, God wouldn't take me to heaven.”
Rum and Tobacco.”
. After breakfast, I heard him saying;
She would have liked to ge home, but ' | wonder where the paper is that I marked
I had heard of them. It is a firmof bad
was ashamed to.
Only a boy, who will be a man,
.
"on last, night. Dont you know, mamma, reputation; and how extensive are their
About noon the wind rose, and a beauti- that piece of count-book I made machinery dealings! What town or village but Kas
If nature goes on with her first great plan—
ful white cloud-bank, that had made the
¥f intemperance, or some fatal snare,
on when you Tay on the lounge? Where do felt their influence? Once in their clutch- Conspire not
to rob us of this our heir,
blue sky look bluer, spread suddenly over; “you suppose it is?”
es, it is about the hardest thing in the world
Our blessing, our trouble, our rest, our care,
and.darkened down on the woods.
The:
to
break away from them. You are sold,
Our torment, our joy!
:
tall pines looked almost black. Grace's ' “Can’t you make another Tike 1t? I ask- and thatis the end of it—sold to ruin sooner
“Only a boy.”
§
:
:
anger
had been gone for some time, and ed.
or later. T'have seen people try to escape
"
.
E
. ==Selected.
*1 can’t remember just how that was,” from them. “Same, it is true, do make good
fear now mastered pride.
She started
home on a faster run than when she left it, he.said; ‘‘and.it had my dendal cars on it: their escape; but the greater part are
crying aloud as ‘she. flew. along. = Great I wait that, I must find it!” 4ndbe empt- caught, and go back to their chains.
;

The Snity Cirle,

drops of rain began to ‘fall. Thunder mut-" ied his box of playthings and. tools upon
To the young I would say, have nothing
dt was to do with them at all. Fight
tered and swelled louder, and eracked over the floor, to make sure wl]
them; give

her head ; lightning flashed, and sheets of among his books and papers or mot. I had
Grace Ellis’s Enemy.
rain poured down before she reached the not the courage to tell him that it was gone
house, ‘A most forlorn Kittle object she past all recovery, and by the cruel thought~
It was strange, wasn’t it, that a little girl was, as she burst sobbing into the kitchen. lessvess of his own mother. ‘At last he
only eight years.old should have an enemy ? Her mother came quietly out from
the ° sit- concluded to try again on a fresh leaf of the
Grace had ber friends—father and mother ting-room
and took off her. wet clothing, | old ‘account-book. Presently he came to
and many more, as kind and pleasant as a but she uttered not one word of surprise, ‘me, saying: “Oh! Ido want that piece I
child could wish.

nor asked's question while she rubbed: the
did, child dfy and dressed her. That stilled

She had a cheerful home,

too, but her enemy went in when she
and followed her up stairs and

down,

and

even into her own blue chamber. This
enemy teased and tormented her, and made

Grace’s excitement very quickly. All her
silly naughtiness came up before her. She

did not know that her mother had seen her.
a world of trouble for her mother.
:
run away, and had watched her almost all
One bright summer morning Mrs. Ellis the distance, and seen her, though she
looked in atGrace’s door and waked her looked no bigger than a littleg.speck, when
from a long night's sleep. ‘‘ Grace, dear, she reached the woods. Mrs, Ellis had
get right up this moment,” said she: cheer-

thoughthbest to leave herto her

own

folly

“ily. ‘“Al
the world
l is awake and alive, for a while.
and what isn’t singing is ghining 1”
‘When Grace had rested a Tittle, and had
* Hardly had the sound of her mother's | ‘eaten’a bbwl of bread and milk, her father
light step died away on the stairs than came out and said:
' Grace's enemy, who was hiding near,
“ My poor foolish little child, ‘Hive you
‘jumped wp ready for dction, and said, asked your mother’s pardon ?”
* You're sleepy, I would not: get up if I
«I
“ No sir,” she answered humbly;
| Weve you, ; Wish she would
let you alone,” | Tie, but was afd, becayse. mamma |
“ She
might
well, 1 don’t-feel like stirrod Grace.

had last

night

so much! Can't
you find it for:

me 7
, I found grace to say:
“My little boy, 1 am afraid that is what

»
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Nothing, Jeshape,

bh mother and Jamie | Win lene,
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however, we must make a distinc-

its “litter.”

ways near to her heart, because the angels
took him #6 ‘early—had' got possession of
an old jack-knife, She had just swept her
carpet and put the room. *to rights,” whet

bright clean carpet.

oa

Sous ity "al

thing,

[2d

r. Shatrp- has

tome»

‘id

service in

bia

pleasant

18mo. volumes,

whose

titles

suggest

their-attractiveness. They are/~Alone in London; Kitty Swindon’s Text ; Happy Half-Hours;
John Oriel’s Start in Life; Willie and Lucy at
the Sea-side; Home Life at Graystone Jodge.
Last of #11 appear

-

:

calm, fresh, original, thoughtful and analytical
THE Da1sY BOOKS, three: very taking 18mo..
discussion of Religion and Culture, There is | volumes which the little people will very
greatly
here no extravagance, no mere declamation, no enjoy. They are
entitied,~Daisy’s Home; Daiheated partisanship, no flippant audacity, no cool 8y’s Cousin; Daisy’s Visit
to Henwood. They
contempt affected or real, no savage denuncia- are all beautiful, excellent and cheap, and help
tion, no moral indifference meant to be sublime
to suggest the abundant and admirable provision
but which only succeeds in being heartless, no thatis made for the literary entertainment and
egotistic assumption and no moek modesty,on all instruction of the young.
A
these carefully written pages, The volume emQR
tt
‘braces five lectures,
snd an appendix made up of
somewhat extended notes illustrating or expandthought in the body of the volume.

Pamphlets, Magazines, &e.

He

does full justice to Culture, conceding all to it
that its friends can justly claim, insisting that a
true view of Religion demands and exalts and
uses it.. But he also insists, with adinirable
calmness and equal force, that Culture, as usy-*
ally and properly understood, is not the same
thing as Religion, nor does it necessarily Involve
it, nor become an allowable substitute for if.
Nay, he shows that there is a tendency in a constant devotion to scientific and philosophic
thought to turn the mind away from that view of
God *which

lies

at

the basis

of real

religion.

TERE

he were suffering’ uider ‘some bodily disorder. Ifhe can be’ cured, : he vill become "Haven. Phila, :

haf, Hage

OLD AND NEW.
May. 18TL.—<A varied
and interesting number
of - & live and able
magazine. But it will call out Seng a>
proval
and adverse = eriticism. = Dr.
Dett’s portraiture of Mr. Ticknor is verySe

mirable; Mr, Lovering’s
essay on The Prescher
is worthy of & very careful reading, and

8

sentiment

do, some-

Instantly the whole scene’ was beautiful

to my mother, little chips and all; and she
carries
the sweet. picture with her ever.

* He is'an idler,” disgraces 3 mas almost since; and all the little children love her the
id any other statement.
better for it,,without knowing why. — Hearth
lerus turn to We other side of ths ‘and Home.
.

«

of

its points ar¢. made - excellently well; Mr,

Jey’s Oldest Beriptureis curious and striking;
Mr, Wasson’s Jesus and the Christ contains some

pretty bald Unitarianism of the left wing type,
and other things are noticeable and sure of attention. Boston: Roberts Brothers.

THE, ATLANTIC

MONTHLY.

May. 1671. <—

Organization

of Labor, The

Very excellent, und in fts literary tone ap to its
own

high

level.

Capture of Fort Fisher, and Our Whispering
Gallery have special interest, Many other things '
are really cholee, Posy: James R Osgood &
Co.
:

and

HARPER'S MONTHLY Madisine, Muy. 1871 — It ends its forty-second volume nobly,and in a
Way that makes its past 8
cant and its fature

full of promise.

Its Ill

ons, Easy Obalr,

Beientific Record and sion are featres that
alone woyld make any magazine

attractive and

‘popular, New York: Harper & Brothers.
+ SCRIBNER'S MONTHLY. May. 1871,
ond.volume opens nothing less than,

secly.

The leading paper, on the Wonders i Yellowstone,is admirable and finely illustrated;
| MacDonalds: portrait

and installment are. ery
To vol- satisfactory; Mrs, Oliphant.
soste of With, ve- y
ume,
haif
u.dogen
discourses
dealing with some, rial that promises to do her large
endeavor fail, means must of course be
|
taken to prevent his example from doing of the latest phases of Infidelity ina strong and tn esr
that ie. not a,
Ee
effective .way.
’
are not wholly |
1 work ‘inate lane s New :
harm; and then, a8 I said, the fantily peace new, as they have bees “heretofore issued in as
is broken up; because the family confidence} Tay separate
obit
‘beenmore or loss’ otk: Ketter & Co, ~~
is gone. I'fear that, for some canseor ‘widely circuluted, But they richly deserve this REE

duly grateful for the treatment.

another, there
are but few

large

worn
If the. ‘We have here, bound toad well

more permanent foi.

families

ving us

Taken together, they

4

e Campaigns, of ]
constitute a strong testimony against the doo
and bear with where every mengber is altogether truth- trines urged
by the degtryeve ¢riticlom of the hunber,
ful.
¥
But where all arp so organized and so day, and equally Song in support
Her first-born. son—a. child alof the super eminent

They always hide

RT)

THE POPLAR DELL LIBRARY, embracing four

|

Tg

»

excellent 16mo. volumes,
the titles of which are,
~Labor
s or, The Story of Lacy’s Work,
of Love;
and what came of it, by Winifred Taylor; The
People of Poplar Dell; or, What Aunt Hester
says; by Una Locke; Marian Temple's Work,and
whatcame of it, by M. G. Hogg; Aunt Margsry’s
Maxims: Work—Watch—Wait, by Sophia Tandy.. Then we have
"Litre Foux LIBRARY, comprising six very

enter into a child's feélings

Neridid e exclhtined dhotraste tion. This Jaw
Supposed
“0 Henry!” she said, *‘you have littered
to'apply only
ny
ns the fam- to. men. Men must
ean occupation. | my clean carpet. See how bad those little
le...
om the
If
a man §8 ‘Without one, we at once ‘begin chips look on the floor {”
you1 ell oF ried || to suspect he must have some evil designs With wondering gravity he gazedat the
BEDSITS
The law adds to't he punish- dear little chips he had been so proud to be
so)" whisperedber. ené:< |Mids 248, prit‘has ‘mo visible means able to scatter, then lifting his frank, innoof
ppart.h Ta alone. is a strong fact cent ¢yes, he said ouuetily ; “They Jook
:
"Phils
bh
| ob
agaist
pitty to med”
Ht
sos
85

dor,

Of all happy opseholds, that is the ap-

ve the earlier

Messrs. Carlton & Lanahan, New York, whe
publish an extensive and varied list of books,
embracing almost every department of literature,
have an unusually ample catalogue of Juvenile
volumes, adapted aliketo the family
and the Sunday school library. . Among their more recent
issues, in sets, are the following, bound uniformly and put up in neat boxes:

trained as to be wholly

reliab’e

in act and: natural character of

word, they are, a light to all

tanity,

Drift-wood, wi

Dr, McCosh

eyes'snd a joy. shows the" untrustworthy character of Renan’
are, public. benefits, “Life of Jesus” in a way as masterlyas it is

snd nth bonest,

ig

e,

empl to mbt

up,

hand

olesome humor for Mark Twain's,
to all heaxts. .. They,
for they are a point of general “veliance H; fair; Dr. Thompson exhibits the Unity of the ties,is workingin a creditable w Pig ol
lar approval, New. York: Sheldon & Coy,
and they are privately blessed within and Biblé'in method both interesting and foreible;
igess of life is found she discovered Henry, with a pine-stick and
Dr; Sehafl gives us an admirable exhil
LapPINCOTT'S MAGAZINE. May. 1861~-Liptof
dle is to'be miserable.’ his knife, making little chips all over the without. Without, their life is made easy ‘Ubrist’s Testimony to Christianity
a
Jitera; and Dr, Ha pincott illustrates growth out ofwl

We all agree, in “theory, at Teas, that the

but.

318

Ab
fashionable

meaning of life is found in that Tittle word

| po
:

is more

.
LN

His letters, coveri

sorry and soon became reconciled .to a loss occasion should unhappily arise, they must a Culture that shall escape ‘egotism, godlesshess
for which there was no remédy. ‘It is ope keep the suspicion from spreading as long arid moral degradation. It is one of those ealm,
of the greatest wrongs little childven have as possible, and avoid disgracing their poor well-balanced and considerate discussions whichcan hardly
fail to help cause which they
to bear—the failures of grown-up people, child while there is a chanceof its cure gre written to promote.the. good
|
>
by
their
confidential
assistance. He should
who should be their guardians and helpers,
|
to appreciate their feelings and aims. We have their pity and assiduous help, as if UESTIONS OF MODERN THOUGHT r Lect

Eo

outside
the windows on the broad

Truthfulness.
»

Miller,

years of life, bring out his less obvious traits
with great distinctness; his own partial sutobia
put into the volume,~“ My Schools
and Schoolmasters,”— answers a hundred questions, and the most of his . lifé was lived and his
work done where there is ample opportunity to
inspect its features and draw out its meaning,
The result is a brace of volumes as interestingas
a romance to appreciative minds, and almost every page ig like a mental tonic bracing up the
spirit of the reader, and giving an.unwonted
steadiness and vigor to the pulse of purpose and
the ici
of thought.

‘Whatis wanted in order to a clear apprehension
and
a vivid sense of the things that nurture the
burst out—*I want it so very much! fort has gone when suspicion has once en- lifeof faith and devoutness
in the soul, is not so
For a minute or two, I suppose his loss was tered—when there must be resgrve in talk much the rigid work of criticism and ‘analysis, as
quite as severe for him to bear as was Car- and reservation in belief... Anxious pa- it is the attitude of the humble and uplooking
spirit of the little child. And yet
lyle’s for his man’s heart when he first dis- rents, who are aware of the - pains ind learner,—the
the closing lectureis a very fresh, forcible and
picion,
will
place
general
confidence
in
covered that his. maid-servant had kindled
impressive exhibition of the grounds of the statehis firé with the precious manuscript of the their children, and receive what they say ment,
that only by properly uniting
freely,
unless
there
is
strong reason to dis- and the scientific spirit, can we have the believing
“Frenchi Revolution,” on which he had laa’ Religion
If such an free from weak and mischievous superstitions, or
bored so long. My boy saw that I was trust the truth of any one.

Siigube y still, nok slbepit
tio oijbying

Re

Itis in your power

to take a firm stand against them; and be
sare that you do take it.— ¥oung Pilgrim.

|

seems lackingto enable one to comprehend Mr.

ing some

de-

piest where falsehood is never thought of.
mamma burned up this morning with some All peace is broken up when once it aptorn newspaper.” ‘“Oh!T can’t live® he pears there is a liar in the house. All com-

first, weatd Mr, Ellis expect the little ones to understand us, and
gently, but very gravely. ““Yourill temper | try to conform to our standards, but we
no her vest; Suet
| merely drbaling whet wai tat
« Tl temper ‘is your -ene- lose many ‘béautiftil fedsond'in not trying to
Be belle
#
Byguidy. ts
Grace,
‘Either
you must fight and con« ‘enter into their spirit and plans—matching
om my
"out,
an
faculties
Bes
it,
or
it
will
inke
Jou fotéver misera- the outreaching of their
‘as
with wise and gentle guiding, so that all
le,”
3)
their happy play: "shniirently be useful edu“And Grace believed him. —0Oang: ©:
a dab or two, and pitched bl
rd
_cation.
1¥8 a
it was. nearly a halfan hour late when she
My mother told ‘me how
learned to

Tenseess 5 : Fashionable.

them no quarter; and do all you can to

stroy their influence.

mind and a living heart.
it with eonstant and growing satisfaction,
and pose, and out of a
Trueto his Flag worthily ends the - Draytonlay it down with. a strong feeling of gratitude,a
of books; and that ia uo doubt
comdeep sense of obligation, and a consciousness of Hall series
having been really pressed toward a higher plane pliment,

by universal trnst; and within their home

and their hearts they have
rectitude and the gladness
Harriet Martineau,

ry c

ven’s plea: for the soul as & i. ‘entity 1s »

and gentime

the security of Aviriied and
aud pungent, though somewhat rhetoris and thoroug bly good
8 very hol
of innocence, hl ‘cal
declamatory, protest against the’ materi. | : °F
‘lism half covertly urged by modern séience. It
, We ire
-

’ Sh wnlogion of valle

44

sul

ugly

[or eu Phila:J.

rus;

Ph

The G ProioisPoissinn war is diiinitod to THE Wo Dis
or ‘vitevs
have cost France no loss than nine millards
ammarion.. From th
With forty-eight {illus
of francs. Thirty-three departments out of man ee
New York:
ner & Co.
. Loma. J
ninety are entirely ruined—that is to say, a PD. 289, Kod Charles
by E.J. Lane & Co. 3a
full third of France. It will be necessary Thesew addition made
to the * Tistrated Lie
to reconstruct all.the bridges, all the tun- raryof 'Wonders”: by mea
of ns
this new velume,
nels, all the buildings which have been de- is both genuine and large. Xinaponilar ssbort
stroyed, and provision must likewise be of the main discoveries and
and phenomena belonging to theer of As
made to ward off the famine which threai- tron
the text being set off by a large numomy,
‘end the most beautiful

part of the SOWRY: | ber

of excellent illustrative ngravings, There is

TaE LADY'S:
May. 16 mks
ally exceliont; ints dian of the Xqfem-

ite valley,
in its colored fashion plate, Apdruly

-whelesome
in its literary. contents,
hip

Sage,

Pin;

.

&
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ORT
Yer 1571 mui thediost y
thing for young children that has been exocut-
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crevasse is still giving' way, and the loss to the
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Fort Niagara were

drowned by the upsetting of a boat Thursday.
The Rev. Mr. Cheney of Chicago has been found
guilty, and sentenced to be Qegraded from the
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‘books of thie Erie Railway Company to the master in reference in the case of Heath and Raphael.
A tornado at Baton Rouge, La., Thursday,
blew down buildings, tore off roofs, killed some

persons. and serjously injured many others.
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South America were involved. In the next
years the great European powers
twenty-five
with
A nimber.of Methatlist dived, together
on wars in Africa‘and Asia, followed by
carried
some friends, lately visited St. Simon’s Island
war and other wars in various
the vener- the Crimean
near Brunswick, Ga., to photograph
countries in Europee. 3 Since 1800, England has
of
branches
pak under the umbrageous
able live
waged forty-nine wars, France thirty-six,
which John Wesley, the founder of Methodism, twenty-one, Austria twelve, and Prussia sev.
It is
first sermon in America.
hed
preac-his
All this does not include the numerous revoluprobable «thet the picture will be engravenon tionary movements and intesting struggles in
steel, and offered far safe.
or our own Indian’ wars and
both hemispheres
A "Western Jefiaswter, spesking of tho Ite civil war, all of which caused great misery and
loss of life. We may boastof our civilization and
GeorgeDD. Prentice of the Louisville J

as hus Ooms oS

Soa

CT

says the .able editor might have died worth at brag loudly of the moral progress of the nineprominent} teenth century, but the facts above stated show
least $1,000,000 if the had listtoened

and wealthy rebels in Kentucky, and supported
of the war. The corSouth during
se.
the eauthe
respondeut leaves it in doubt whether he intends
to eompliment Prentiee’s patriotism, or censure
kis want.of financial acumen.
Right lives have been lost by a disaster on

Lake- Eiie.
Troops have been sent to South -Carolinato

prevent further

repetition

of the Ku-Klux

EE

rages.

out-

allsuch boasts and ‘brags to be—brags and boasts
only.
The ostrich is still found wild in Syria, Arabia

and Mesopotamia.
Mr. Swinburne’s poem

:
of ‘ Chastelard,” alMary

Stu-

triology

will

ready published, is one of three upon
art.

The succeeding parts of this

.

be called ¢ Bothwell” and *‘ Fotheringay.”

in

placed

been

A gigantic Japanese crab has

the British Museum, the claws of which are 6
feet inlength. The triangular body is compara-

;

;
FOREIGN.
:
The Versdilles troops have captured the railway station at Clamart and are daily nearing
Paris.
Two American ladies and a seniionin recent:
‘ly made the overland trip on sledges from the
Ocholsk
Sea across Siberia to 8t. Petersburg,a distance of 7000 miles.
A bill for the incorporation of Alsace and Lor-

tively small.

all.

gland seems to be a success financially, after

A revenue of £500,000 sterling was realized last
year. A uniform rate of one shilling for ten
The Austrian ministry has decidedin -favorof words, all over the kingdom, has been adopted,
the abolition of the concotdat with the church of with the result of increasing the number sent
over 10,000,000 annually. Another feature is
*

Rome.

To add te the trouble of the commune, returns
from
nts show the election of conservative republicans everywhere.

The lower honse of the Austrian Reichorath
has ratified the naturalization
with the
United States.” The Hungarian Diet has not
taken action on the subject.

‘the renting of certain wires tQ newspapers

dur-

ing the night at a fixed rate of £500 a year.
It rests one’s eyes to look into the dark. In an
old diary of an embassy from King George of Bohemia to Louis the Eleventh of France,four hundred years ago, we are told that they traveled

openly with pretty damsels on their way to per-

form mass} the roads were so bad that carriages

we judges of the sipreme coltof Havana were frequently upset in them; that even the
ve been fighting a-dud], and it is
that nobles entered into competition with men of Jess

i posi oe other wealthy Cubans are

horse

to which

it was ap-

to get

before Novem in going through
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selves in their houses 1ést they should lose their
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until one. gave up.

Nothing is Stricter than the

etiquette

of cows,

a party

end of March.

000,000.
The

Thereis nothing

dence.

You

in front of the most royal double-and-twisted
rod,

something
don’t dare

when

the

lllh

so dreadful would happen that we
to think of it. It is certain
that the

Britian .itself would splitin two. But the people
are very careful that it sl
ver happen,
so we

shall probably never know what the effect would

and that women,

and
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men too,

fight for what is called position; and
in order
ing stories about them and by backbiting, which
is the meanest kind ‘of biting there is, not excepting the bite of fleas. But in cow-society
there is nothing of this detraction in order to secure the first place at the crib, or the further
stall at the stable. If the question arises, the
turn

in,

horns

and

workman will put one of these large

fittest, the cost will be fifteen cents.

stones

He

gingto leave the top of the rock two feet below

‘the surface of the ground.

GC

One advantage of this

But then the mouths of the ice-

tubes are closed. By this arrangement the desired temperature is secured the season through,
and there is no difference between the June butter and his January butter. He makes June butter
the year around. The stone work was much of it
done by farm hands ; the hemlock
cost $20 per M.,
snd the pine $30 and $35. The whole building cost
$650. He gets 10 cents a pound over the highest
market ‘price. Making, say, 200 pounds a week
his gain is $20. a week by having the best ar-,

Thus his milk

nothing of the greatly increased facilities for doHe consumes
about aton of an-

been started here,

It is the Newton

the thickness of three inches and over,
it may
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discovery, made by benevelénce, ought to be
widely availed of, and horticulture for women
"might become a sure calling and a profitable: one.
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on say, fréquetitly looked # tithe to begin and stop labor. They should put
protedtion.
thelr work. They |
for the neck; to which the traces more mind and machinery
Braziliogs, His children were sold as slaves. upon as a ring
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Boston,
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on. But a more attractive idea than that has

ing work afforded by a pump, churn,
and stove

TIT

Sousmon. . 118+.

In the first place, use as little salted meat as possible. Avoid frying; broil your steak and chops
invariably. - Cook vegetables so that they will
retain their natural flavor; do not drown them
in ‘melted butter, whichis the most indigestible
‘and unhealthy of all ingredients.

mean to depreciate the value of the rock-lifters.
‘We need all of them, and more. But' there are
circumstances where burying isthe cheaper way
of clearing rocky pastures and meadows.—Am.

|
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palatable, without being too rich for the stomach.

weak-backed young ladies that brfomstick exercise wouldbe good for themto commence up-

for itself every
nine months, to say

80 convenient,

nure tells best over these sunken rocks, and
grass and other crops -are largest. We do

do

new ib
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small stones are packed around the edges,and the
subsoil and gravel filled in next, and the surface
soil last. This treatment operates a good deal

as it comes out at the mouth of the tubes
is about
85 degrees. As the milk-room has thick walls,
‘and the windows are high, this flood of air at 85

house- pays
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gide of the rock, and the surface soil in another
pile. When the rock is dumped into the hole, the
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the mouth of the tube into the milk-room.
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The redwing and the fieldfare,
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. LEAD.
the “housekeeper is to preserve the health of her
household, and to do this she must carefuliy Pig gold... eke 8 @..

simply

The following report regarding a milk cellar method is that it raises the surface of the ground.
the rocks, as we have to with the
on William Cuzier’s farm was presented to the In removing
rock-liftexs, the grade is so much lowered that
New York Farmers’ Club by Mr. Lyman:
The walls are 36 ft. long by 1x ft. wide, and it sometimes new rocks unseen before are brought
is divided into ice-house, milk-room, and butter to the surface, and a second crop hasto "be pullkitchen. Two tubes or conductors go down from ed before we can give a clean syeep to the plow.
80 as to avoid
this
the upper part of the ice-house.
They are made In burying, we raise the
of boards eight inches wide and an inch thick, necessity. Much less of the subsoil is brought
than by the other.
with many holes boredin them. The holes al- to the surface by this process
low the cold air to enter from the ice, and it The stones and gravel are putin a pile on one

the other way.

.

never saw, nor heard them that night, and next
morning there was not one to be found
in the
room; though the window had been left open all
night.

out

digs a hole with pick and spade and shovel, beside the stone, partially undermines it, and, with
crow-bar, tips the rock in, calculatingin his dig-

A Model Milk Cellar.
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Smoked... 134
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Indian
and
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These tuneful little pests will soon be here,
and everybody who isbothered by them should
cut out and save the following recipe, furnished
by a correspondent, for their extermination :
“Take of gum camphor a piece about one-third
the size ofan egg, and evaporate it by placing it
in a tin vessel holding it over a lamp or candle,
taking care that it does not ignite. The smoke
will soon fill the room, and expel the mosquitoes.
One night I was terribly annoyed by them,when

of sight in aboutan hour, and in the fall
and winter, when labor is cheapest and the weather is

all, and settle
it with

one square fight and that
ends it. I have bften
sdmired this trait in cows.—Charles D. Warner.

.

“choles
xtra,
Ohio, © J
Cl

There seems,

To Clear a Room of Mosquitoes.

you carry them a long distance and dump them
into a swamp or pond-hole, it will take still longer. Ifaman has the fence-fever strong upon
him, and can not see that twenty-acre fields are
better
than four, then let him lift stones
and
build
the heavy walls. But some of us covet
large fields ; and we prize the bogs too highly
for cranberries,
to fill them up and make upland
of them. We want the stones out of sight, and
out
of the way
of the plow. We can not sell
the rocks, and we have too many fences already.
To us burying isthe cheaper method. A good

to be first they will injure their neighbors bytell-

cows

:

day, to pack them away in a wall
if itis handy. If

be.
Among cows the question
is settled in
short order, and in a different manner from
what it sometimes isin other society. 1t is said
that in other society there is sometimes a great
scramble for the first place, for the leadership
it is called,

|is the Sunday work which it

There are two sides to most questions, and the
question whether we shall bury or lift out the
stones from our pastures is no exception to the
general rule, Under certain eircumstances it is
admitted that the rock-lifters are the most economical. With Packer's Machine, or. a Rocklifter, three men and a team will take out ina
day-—say one hundred rocks, weighing from two
to six tons. It will take the same force, another

courtis going
to dinner,

took the chieftain prisoper,and refused to let him
go untilhe left sufficient hostages for ‘his future

tae as sly b

:

MOLASSES.

He

breed far away in a distant northern home,
whilst the latter builds its nest in our gardens,
copses, and hedges—hopping actively about our
lawns, and eating our fruit with pleasure, though
irritating confidence. The apparent preference
of the redwing and fieldfare for wintery weather
is the more remarkable as they are dehcate birds,
and are not unfrequently killed by hard frost,
like their cousins the thrushes.—English paper.

in the cheese-making
by

Ae

soup would get cold while the golden rod was
pitching the silver stick out of the castle window
into the moat, and perhaps the island
of Great

as

drawback

Burying Rocks.

know that at Windsor castle,

royal three-ply silver stick should happen to hee
goldem
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great

the factory Syiem
requires.

in royal courts equal to it; rank is’ exactly settled
and the same individuals always have the pice
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CANDLES.

was valued at $375,000,000. It also exceeded
These
the value of the cotton crop, which was $303, *| too, leave us, while the thrush remains.
are all birds of the same genus; but the former

care

ul

| Sad Wales tush

Frcs,

mor the week endiigi: MAYS, 1871.

in the way of
and in the latter years with ad increased price, for example, to be mo hindrance
the demand exceeded the supply some 72,000,000|. the woodcocks’ permanent residence here, for
pounds. In 1869 the dairy product of the United "they have built and bred successfully in our
heaths and’ desolate places; but the main body
States exceeded our whole wheat crop in values
being worth $400,000,000,while the wheat crop, of these birds retire to Norway about the latter

was no dispute about it afterward.
Novem
either put her horns
into Octo’s ribs, and
Octo shambled to one side, or else the two loeked horns and tried the game of push and gore;
of

ful naturalists are at a loss to say.

105,000,000 pounds in 1860, to 240,000,000 in 1868,

the bars (I have heard people speak of a “pair
of bars” whén there were six or eight of them,)
or into the stable, the matter of precedence was
settled then and there, and once settled there

degree in robbing travelers,and that at Constance thracite in’ the four ¢oldest mouths, and a slight which is practicallya hospital. The rent of the
V'
t hat the code of honer does not hegome dbselete. the priests'had the bells rung during a' storm’ te’ allowance is 10 be made fot wood tised in sam- | place
is twelve hundred dollars. There
is a house
The ‘Woman Suffrage bill "has begn_ defeatedin stop the thunder. Louis the’ Wleventh was the | mer to heat water for washing and scalding.d on it, with a greenhouse connected, which is pro‘Your
committee
could
see
nothing
wroug
an
bloodiest
and crnélést King who ever prayed ‘a
He} Ay
Prom
vided with accommodations
for some two dozen
inuch that ‘was ‘exaetly right about
‘this hotise pupils. ‘A second greenhouse has been erected
Paris has, with its love of cerematiy and theat. dozen times a day ; but whenthe people saw him and this system; and whenever ioe
to by the girls
ves, who have boarded and
rane
y fel the: women to defend the going to chapel gftener than that, they shut them) take

BOSTON WHOLESA

of Goss

The fortune reportedto have been left to Kos- degrees is able to lower the mercury
to 62 de- like subsoiling and underdraining combined.
suth by a deceased relative in Debretzia (East ‘grees, and even lower, in July. Sometimes he ‘There is drainage all:
und the sides of the
ern Hungary) it is now said will not amount to closes one tube to keep the room from growing buried rock; the su
and surface soil are
moré than 50,000 florins, which, in the present too cold. The draft is the strongest in the hot thoroughly loosened and sufficiently mingled,
depreciation of paper currency in‘ Austria, will test weather. In spring and fall there is httle and the soil is put in the best mechanical condibe about $20,000.
current, and in winter, when the fire in. the tion for crops. The good effects upon the soil are
Government management of telegraph a En- stove is constantly burning, the draft would be visible for many years after the operation. Ma-

raine has been introduced im the German parlisment.

eyery
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Professor H. N. Day of Yale has Just: finished
‘| the lofty catriage of the thorough-bred horse. | “flowers, and fruit, should harmonize all withcut.
a new work on stMtics, Siideh will” probably
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